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I.

OPENING OF THE CONFERENCE

1.

Opening Speeches

1.
Mrs Maud de BOER-BUQUICCHIO, Deputy Secretary General of the Council of Europe,
opened the meeting and welcomed the participants, who are listed in Appendix 1 to this report. The
text of her speech is in Appendix 2 to this report.
2.
Mr Enrico BUERGI, Chair of the Conference of the Contracting and Signatory States to the
European Landscape Convention, gave a welcome speech, which is included in Appendix 3 to this
report.
3.
Mr Gilles CHOURAQUI, Chair of the Rapporteur Group on Education, Culture, Sport, Youth
and Environment (GR-C) of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe gave an opening
speech, which is included in Appendix 4 to this report.
4.
Mr Valriy SUDARENKOV, Vice-President of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe and member of the Committee on the Environment, Agriculture and Local and Regional
Affairs, gave an opening speech, which is included in Appendix 5 to this report.
5.
Mr Keith WHITMORE, Chair of the Committee on Sustainable Development of the Council
of Europe’s Congress of Local and Regional Authorities (CLRAE), gave an opening speech, which is
included in Appendix 6 to this report.
2.

Statements by the governmental delegations

6.
The representative of Italy indicated that the signing of the Convention marked the starting of
procedures for its ratification, which are currently underway.
The representative of Slovenia informed participants of her country’s long tradition in
landscapes and of the desire to maintain their quality through a land development policy and the
process of land evaluation. In her role as Chair of the Committee of Senior Officials of the CEMAT,
she thanked the Council of Europe Secretariat for setting up the new website www.coe.int/CEMAT
and expressed her desire to work better and together.
The Croatian representative announced that her country had ratified the European Landscape
Convention into internal law on 19 September 2002 and that the instruments of ratification would soon
be placed before the Council of Europe.
The text of the written presentations can be found in document T-FLOR 2 (2002) 34 Revised.
3.

Presentation and adoption of the Work Programme of the Conference
by Mr Enrico BUERGI, Chair of the Conference
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 19 Final]

7.
Mr Enrico BUERGI, Chair of the Conference of the Contracting and Signatory States to the
European Landscape Convention, presented the Conference’s draft Work Programme for adoption. He
stated that the results of the five themes worked on during 2002 would be presented in the first Session
and that general conclusions would be drawn from the reports prepared for each one. The
Conference’s second Session would allow a more detailed discussion of wishes and concrete
possibilities for support with a view to the entry into force of the Convention and also the Work
Programme and financial aspects.
8.
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4.

Presentation of the activities
by the Secretariat General of the Council of Europe

9.
Mrs DEJEANT-PONS, Secretary of the European Landscape Convention, indicates that the
objective of the Conference is to bring together the Contracting and Signatory States as well as the
States invited to sign it, in order that the Convention can come into force.
It will enable the:
–
–
–

promotion of the signature and / or ratification of the Convention so that it rapidly comes into
force;
discussion on legal assistance to the Signatory States and to the member States of the Council
of Europe invited to sign the Convention;
preparation of the implementation of the Convention after it comes into force.

Two major preoccupations must be taken into account: that the Convention becomes
operational and that practical application of its text is encouraged.
II.

FIRST SESSION: PREPARATORY WORK FOR THE COMING INTO FORCE OF
THE CONVENTION

1.

Introduction to the Session
by Mr Enrico BUERGI, Conference Chair
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 19 Final]

10.
The Chair introduced the first Session on the preparatory work for the Convention’s entry into
force. He recalled that one year ago, during the first Conference of the Contracting and Signatory
States to the Convention (Strasbourg, 22-23 November 2001) [Report, see T-FLOR 1 (2001) 19], the
participants had chosen five themes to study concerning the Convention’s entry into force. The aim
was to not encounter an operational “vacuum” when it entered into force. They had to find a common
interpretation, a common language and framework elements in order to optimise the implementation
of the Convention in an appropriate and specific manner.
The five themes chosen were the following:
–
–
–
–
–

Landscape policies: contribution to the well-being of European citizens and to sustainable
development - social, economical, cultural and ecological approaches;
Landscape identification, evaluation and quality objectives, using cultural and natural
resources;
Awareness-raising, training and education;
Innovative tools for the protection, management and planning of landscape;
Landscape Award.

For each theme, the representative of a State had volunteered to assume the function of
rapporteur and had called upon an expert. On 22 February 2002, there had been a co-ordination
meeting of rapporteurs and experts to finalise the preparation of the Workshops (Report,
see T-FLOR 2 (2002) 9). On 23 and 24 May 2002, there had been the meeting of the Workshops on
these themes. They had been well attended, and there had been a high level of commitment from the
participants (Report, see T-FLOR 2 (2002) 18).
The reports prepared by the experts, which would be presented below, were finalised based on
the results of the Workshops. Conclusions for the five themes could be drawn on the basis of each of
these reports.
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2.

Theme 1: Landscape policies: contribution to the well-being of European citizens and to
sustainable development – social, economic, cultural and ecological aspects
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 20]
Chairmanship: Mr Enrico BUERGI

11.

The Chair introduced the theme and gave the floor to the rapporteur and the expert.

2.1

Presentation of the report
by Mr Jean-François SEGUIN, rapporteur (France) and Professor Michel PRIEUR, Council of
Europe expert

12.
Mr Jean-François SEGUIN introduced the theme by stating that the next Work Programme
should better define the role of the rapporteurs.
He stated that the five reports which would be examined were in fact five aspects of the same
question.
Three points should be raised:
–

should a landscape policy be sector-based or integrated? How should landscape be integrated
into sector-based policies without giving this responsibility to a specific administration? It
would be necessary to produce legal and scientific arguments for such integration;

–

as indicated in the Convention, the people should be involved in the decision-making. This
was a clear sign of a modern approach. Objectives should be defined in order to promote the
participation of the people in political decision-making. Landscape and its implications for the
population should be combined. One question remained regarding the affected population.
Landscape was the common heritage of the nation and should become part of the common
heritage of Europe. Furthermore, scenery should not be reduced simply to tourist use;

–

the novelty of landscape as public policy should be highlighted not because landscape is a
new topic but because the question is raised in new terms. This is linked to a more diverse,
stronger and shared social demand for landscape. This was a major concern for public
policies, which must integrate the European level into the local.

13.
Professor Michel PRIEUR presented his report. It is intended as a contribution to preparations
for entry into force of the Florence Landscape Convention, highlighting the objectives, principles and
instruments which are primary features of this new piece of international environment law.
Why landscape “policies” in the plural? The intention was to make it very clear that no single
model was being imposed in landscape matters. In acknowledgment of the diversity of European
landscapes, the concern was to reflect the diversity of perceptions and cultures by having the Parties
frame their own landscape policies. Nationally, the plural approach reflects landscapes’ geographical
and ecological diversity. It also reflects the different levels responsible for taking landscape action,
ranging from national authorities to regional and local ones.
The Convention sets out to create neither a new landscape order, nor landscape disorder. It
requires merely that the public authorities formulate general principles, strategies and guidelines
aimed not at any one type of landscape action (for instance, systematic conservation) but at a variety
of measures: protection, or management, or development, or in most cases a combination,
chronologically and geographically, of all three.
It is for the Parties, through active involvement of the monitoring committees, to jointly put
together a kind of users’ manual illustrated with specific examples and ensuring consistency as
between objectives, principles and methods.
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1)

The Convention’s objectives

–
Community well-being: the landscape is part of everyone’s familiar daily scene. On a
conscious or even unconscious level it therefore contributes to mental well-being and unspoilt
landscapes perhaps play a role in combating violence. Those who visit or explore a part of the country,
as tourists or for work, take away an impression of their surroundings which conveys a particular
identity and a local distinctiveness and leads them to judge their experience of the area positively or
negatively. Because landscape is both a key ingredient of collective and individual well-being and a
shared visual asset, each and every one of us has rights and duties towards that asset.
–
Sustainable development: the introduction of landscape policies is in line with sustainabledevelopment objectives based on striking a balance between social, economic and ecological needs
and guaranteeing that future generations’ landscape needs can be met. Sustainable regional
development in Europe necessitates management that respects landscape diversity as a source of
cultural and economic wealth and as a factor in job creation in the regions.
2)

The Convention’s principles

–
The integration principle: landscape is integral to development and cannot be treated in
isolation. The integrated approach must take in all stages of action on an area – from the framing of
strategies, plans or programmes to giving permission for an activity or item of infrastructure. The
Convention does not provide any recipes as to the methods and means which the integrated approach
requires but the aims are geographical integration, institutional integration and integrated planning and
decision-making. It is for States to devise their own integrated approaches by choosing from the
various methods of co-ordination and consultation. Exchange of experience and information between
countries are an excellent way of sharing recipes. The integration principle must also apply to
European co-operation, building concern for landscape into international policies and programmes and
making the Convention more effective by translating experience into white papers or guidelines.
–
The consistency principle: at national level the consistency principle involves avoiding clashes
between the different levels of landscape policy. Consistency is also necessary in implementing the
integration principle so that landscape decisions in the different policy sectors are not in contradiction.
However, consistency must never be used as a pretext for imposing a standard model. At European
level the consistency principle has to guide directives and recommendations on implementing the
Convention. The consistency principle will necessarily apply to cross-border landscapes, which
present distinctive local cultural and legal features that need reconciling.
3)

Essential instruments

–
Institutional machinery: the Convention necessitates having or setting up adapted
administrative structure. An active landscape presence institutionally can only really be guaranteed by
official institutionalisation in the form of a standing body for co-ordination, consultation and
instigation. Vertical apportionment of responsibilities between national, regional and local authorities
necessitates tiering of responsibilities and full co-ordination to ensure the necessary consistency.
Provided that short-term interests are not allowed to win the day consistently, local authorities,
whether rural or urban, have a key role to play in concrete action towards the complementary
objectives of protection, management and development.
–
Participation procedures: participation is very widely practised on an informal basis, but a
precise legal framework for it is much rarer even though essential to underpin an effective right to
landscape. The Florence Convention should prompt countries to introduce precise information and
participation arrangements in line with the Aarhus Convention, of which many Florence signatories
are Parties.
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Opportunities for participation arise at various stages of the decision-making process: in the
framing of principles and strategies, in the identification and assessment processes, in setting
landscape quality objectives (these are areas where participation is pro-active) and in permission and
decision procedures when policies, plans and programmes are implemented (participation here will be
reactive).
There is quite a range of participation methods, and they are described in Article 6 of the
Aarhus Convention. Participation must be preceded by information as to the nature of the project,
dates and places for participation and forms of participation. The public should be able to express its
views in writing or orally and it must first have been able to read the existing information, opinions
and reports. To be useful and credible, participation must be an effective tool for improving the final
decision. The public authorities must accordingly take due account of it. This requires that
participation be proof against purely crowd-pleasing stances and necessitates balanced representation,
in the participation process, of experts, elected representatives, the public and the voluntary sector.
None of this will be sufficient unless beforehand there has been adequate awareness raising, training
and education, which are the keys to proper participation.
2.2

Discussion

14.

The discussion raised the following points:

–

Mr Riccardo PRIORE, representative of the CLRAE Secretariat, recalled the extent of the
principle of subsidiarity and that of autonomy and decentralisation. The notion of affected
population was defined according to the extent of the interest of the people affected, which
must be evaluated in the light of these principles, set out in the Treaty of Amsterdam.

–

Professor Florencio ZOIDO NARANJO, Council of Europe expert, believed that landscape
was a factor of participation. It concerned the everyday environment, as the inhabitants of a
place were led to talk about it every day. The fact that this reality could be understood
facilitated the ability to participate. As concerned the notion of “affected population”, there
was no link with the population visiting a landscape. This was, however, an essential factor, as
tourism could help the development of the situation and it should therefore be discussed.
There should be an outline which allowed the value of the landscape to be protected.

–

The representative of Portugal believed that landscape should not be determined according to
tourism but chosen by its inhabitants. The European Landscape Convention should be linked
to the Guiding Principles for the Sustainable Spatial Development of the European Continent
(Recommendation (2002) 1 of the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe to the
member States), as all landscapes should be taken into consideration. She indicated certain
points to be corrected in the report concerning Portugal: the authority responsible for
landscape was the Department of Regional Planning and there were five universities which
covered landscape issues.

–

The representative of Belgium congratulated the expert on his report and mentioned several
corrections to be made: page 17, point 2, responsibility for landscape was at the regional not
national level; the table should mention the ministerial connection of the Ministry of Regional
Planning and Heritage and should also include the Brussels-Capital region.

–

The representative of Italy stated that the idea of participation was not new in Italy but that
new questions were being raised. There was not a good level of knowledge on the subject of
landscape. One important point had to be mentioned, namely that the Ministry responsible
was that of Cultural Assets and Landscape. Furthermore, landscape was recognised in all the
phases of protection, management and planning. The expert thus highlighted a fundamental
question, that of the stages of integration. This was essential, for example, when a new
motorway was to be built.
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2.3.

Conclusions

15.

Mr Jean-François SEGUIN presented the conclusions from Theme 1:

–
–

landscape was important, both for the individual and for the European;
public groups were involved beyond the principle of subsidiarity.
Consideration should be given at two levels:

–
–

between public authorities and citizens;
between the public authorities themselves.

The principle of subsidiarity must not allow the consistency principle to be forgotten.
Nowadays the first principle of coherence between public policies is the territory they influence We
could illustrate this by elaborating a kind of good practical catalogue which takes into account the well
being of individuals as well as the territory’s quality.
3.

Theme 2: Landscape identification, assessment and quality objectives, using cultural and
natural resources
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 21]
Chairmanship: Mr Raymond-Pierre LEBEAU, Chair of the CO-DBP and Vice-Chair of the
Conference

16.
Mr Raymond-Pierre LEBEAU stated that he was pleased to attend as Chair of the CO-DBP
and that he hoped to open a debate with his colleagues working on the theme of culture in order to
achieve sustainable development. He said that the landscape was a unifying factor and called for the
debate to be widened and for concrete cases to be presented.
3.1.

Presentation of the report
by Mrs Elisabeth HAVERAAEN, rapporteur (Norway) and Professor Yves LUGINBÜHL,
Council of Europe expert

17.
Mrs Elisabeth HAVERAAEN stated that the provisions of Article 6 C and D of the European
Landscape Convention concerning identification and qualification on the one hand and the objectives
of landscape on the other hand, constituted a challenging theme and that they should be combined.
18.
The Professor LUGINBÜHL presented his report indicating that it will be further completed.
Its aim is to come up with thoughts and methods relevant to the implementation of the European
Landscape Convention. It focuses on one of the major themes underscored by the Convention in its
article 6 – Special Measures – which specifies ways of identifying and assessing landscapes and of
formulating landscape quality objectives.
The report is structured as follows:
–

part one describes the political framework within which the implementation of the Convention
is being applied and cites the thoughts that have been put forward regarding terms of
landscape identification and assessment, and the formulation of landscape quality objectives.
Natural and cultural resources is only one of many themes that affects this;

–

part two brings together factors of proposed and existing methods for the implementation of
the Convention, regarding these landscape identification and assessment objectives, and the
formulation of landscape quality objectives;

–

the concluding third part is devoted to general proposals put forward to the Council of Europe
for the implementation of the Convention.
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1)

Identifying and assessing landscapes, and formulating landscape quality objectives: a new
political framework

For some decades now, the identification and assessment of landscapes, and the formulation
of landscape quality objectives have been included among the tasks that public authorities have set
themselves within the framework of landscape protection policies and, more recently, within the
framework of land management policies. The European Landscape Convention nevertheless ushers in
a new political context. This latter, which is defined by the major principles by which the Council of
Europe abides, actually specifies that these tasks must be assumed on the one hand within the context
of the exercise of democracy and, on the other, that they must contribute to sustainable development,
in other words, to long-term reproduction and to access to, and a fair share of, natural resources.
Henceforth, identifying and assessing landscapes and formulating landscape quality objectives
can no longer be carried out using methods that were current when it was considered that the
landscapes involved were outstanding and extremely picturesque ones. These days, the challenge is
quite different: the Convention lays down quite clearly, in its area of application (article 2), that it
applies to “the entire territory [of the Parties] and covers natural, rural, urban and peri-urban areas. It
includes land, inland waters and marine areas. It concerns landscapes that might be considered
outstanding as well as everyday or degraded landscapes”. So all types of landscapes are concerned, be
they outstanding or everyday landscapes with local populations, landscapes in which local people live
their daily lives, in their daily movements, or which they alter through their activities.
Furthermore, the exercise of democracy modifies both landscape identification and assessment
methods, and the formulation of landscape quality objectives, insofar as it is now an established fact
that not all landscapes encompass the same significance for one and all, and that each landscape has
different values attributed to it by groups of people who do not have the same aspirations; involved
here is a crucial challenge which presupposes both the acceptance of differences, and the fact of
lending a ready ear to others with regard to what is special and what is commonplace.
In other respects, the need to include the implementation of the Convention within the
framework of sustainable development has consequences in terms of the skills and knowledge that
must be brought in. It is no longer just a matter of producing knowledge which has to do solely with
landscape forms – as was long the case – and then applying it to programmes, but also of putting
together the various factors for understanding the social, cultural, economic and ecological functioning
of landscapes, and thus grouping together what makes it possible to grasp the complexity of the
processes that go towards their creation, so as to make them available to forms of political action and
programmes, i.e. landscape protection, management and planning. Here, though, there must be no
question of confusing the way the landscape works with the way ecological and environmental
processes work. The landscape is here understood in the sense of the definition given by the European
Landscape Convention in article 1, namely “an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the
result of the action and interaction of natural and/or human factors”. So the landscape is here akin to
the living environment, but cannot be altogether likened to it. Landscape identification and assessment
methods will thus definitely take ecological processes into account, as well as the social, cultural and
economic processes which are part and parcel of their production and their development, and are part
of the way they are perceived.
2)

Identifying and assessing landscapes, formulating landscape quality objectives: efficient and
innovative methods

In the reports and discussions at the various meetings organised by the Secretariat of the
Council of Europe, many methodological proposals have been put forward to do with the theme of
landscape identification and assessment, and the formulation of landscape quality objectives. The
report presents the essence of these reflections but nevertheless tries to take things a step further, by
describing methods which are being developed in other contexts in scientific and technical circles. It is
nevertheless illusory to imagine drawing up an exhaustive listing of all the methods used to identify
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and assess landscapes in the various member countries of the Council of Europe (and even beyond)
during these meetings. The landscape issue has been so widely developed everywhere in Europe that it
would be presumptuous to claim an exhaustive knowledge of all the methods.
3)

General conclusions and proposals

This report represents a stage in the implementation of the European Landscape Convention,
and does not claim to put forward definitive proposals which might be the culmination of the
reflections of representatives of the member States and of the experts attending the various meetings
organised by the Council of Europe. This stage will probably see new breakthroughs which will make
it possible to apply the European Landscape Convention effectively. The various methods which have
been described above are neither exhaustive nor conclusive. The list will probably be further
complemented and enhanced by other methods and techniques. However, some general proposals can
be put forward:
–

identify their own needs and challenges within the context of the Convention: member States
should undertake, if they have not already done so, to carry out landscape identification and
assessment operations on scales which are relevant to the features of the landscapes of the
country concerned. The method used for these operations cannot just be a single one, and may
vary according to the various social, political and economic scales and context; it is
nevertheless important that these operations be undertaken with active co-operation between
the different people involved, be they elected representatives, scientists, technicians or local
inhabitants;

–

favour quantitative and qualitative knowledge: these methods must not entail just quantifiable
knowledge, they must also give equivalent consideration to knowledge about the value
systems which are attributed to landscapes. These methods should make it possible to express
the different areas of meaning of the landscape, whether they are part of the natural or manmade physical environment or whether they have to do with more abstract notions;

–

promote equality between the public and the expert: the production of knowledge does not
mean just scientific production. It must also involve shared knowledge and know-how, and in
these traditional and scientific knowledge must recognise each other’s worth;

–

favour access to knowledge: access to knowledge produced by science, which is becoming
more and more complex, must thus help towards an understanding shared not only by the
scientific world, in other words by all disciplines, but also by less informed local people. This
means that a special effort must be made by both scientists and technicians to make this
knowledge accessible to one and all;

–

promote co-operation on projects: where this knowledge is concerned, it is important that the
scientific community of countries implementing the European Landscape Convention should
undertake projects to update and shed light on the value systems attributed to landscapes by
the societies concerned, at several levels.

3.2.

Discussion

19.

The discussion raised the following points:

–

The representative of Spain mentioned the importance of achieving harmony among people,
among nature and between people and nature.

–

The representative of France believed that in order to imagine a future, which by essence was
uncertain, it was necessary to reconciliate nature and culture, learned knowledge and popular
knowledge, the material and the immaterial, and the qualitative and the quantitative.
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–

The representative of the United Kingdom stated that the European Landscape Convention,
which does not differentiate between types of landscape, should be applied.

–

The representative of the CLRAE recalled the provisions of the explanatory Report of the
Convention and the importance of the political choices which had to be made.

–

The representative of Italy referred to a provision on page 4 of the expert report and proposed
that the word “modifies” be replaced by “integrates” (the exercise of democracy modifies …).

–

The representative of France believed that that would be possible if the Convention was only
intended to protect landscapes but that it also aimed to manage and plan them. It was
necessary to prioritise the work and create priorities for action.

–

Professor ZOIDO NARANJO considered that as concerned the “affected population”, the
position of tourists should be considered as that of “others”. It should also be noted that
Europeans represented the largest tourist flow in the world.

–

Professor LUGINBÜHL recalled that many factors affected the dynamics of landscapes and
that the quantitative and qualitative dimensions should be integrated. As regarded the
definition of the priorities for action, even if the public were consulted, the final choice would
be made by elected officials. Leaving the choice entirely to the local populations was a risk.
Tourists were an “external eye”, as everyone would start to travel in future. Social mobility
was at the European level, and was a phenomenon essential to contemporary society. The
opinions of external populations should therefore be taken into account.

3.3.

Conclusions

20.
Mrs Elisabeth HAVERAAEN presented the conclusions of Theme 2. She stated that it was
important to have databases of different scales, so that choices could be made and landscapes could be
protected in a professional manner.
4.

Theme 3: Awareness-raising, training and education
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 22]
Chairmanship: Mrs Jelka PIRKOVIČ, Vice-Chair of the CDPAT and Vice-Chair of the
Conference

21.
Mrs Jelka PIRKOVIČ expressed her pleasure at being present as Vice-Chair of the
Conference and Vice-Chair of the CDPAT and stated that in future the Chair of the Committee of
Senior Officials of CEMAT could act as the third Vice-Chair. She introduced the rapporteur and the
expert.
4.1.

Presentation of the report
by Mr Ebbe ADOLFSSON, rapporteur (Sweden) and Mr Bas PEDROLI, Council of Europe
expert

22.
Mr Ebbe ADOLFSSON reminded participants that the Workshops were held in May and
underlined the importance of landscapes for the well being of individuals in societies. This feeling
should be expressed in the work and this fact should be made more easily understandable.
23.
Mr Bas PEDROLI presented its report. He considers that although European landscapes are
increasingly appreciated as leisure commodities, they are facing a considerable crisis. In less
accessible and remote areas, land abandonment continues, leaving behind deserted villages, useless
infrastructure and overgrown land. Often two options seem to remain in these areas: the establishment
of nature conservation areas on the one hand or large-scale mono-cropping areas, the latter with a
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range of negative effects on the regional ecological diversity, soil and water qualities. Both options
imply minimal management requirements, the one by a hands-off strategy, the other by means of
radical mechanisation. In neither of these options the landscape is very much appreciated as such;
neither the aesthetic nor the ethical dimensions are actually experienced by the country’s population.
The one tends to produce mainly pictures in magazines and videos (virtual quality), the other to
produce only bulk commodities (quantity).
Opposing the mentioned trends in the countryside, there is a clear demand for sustainable rural
development, focusing on the careful cultivation of the regional identity of European landscapes. The
French notion of “terroir” integrates the landscape’s cultural and natural features in the aesthetic
sense. With the European Landscape Convention, the Council of Europe fully accepts the considerable
challenge to contribute to the sustainable development of landscape on all relevant scales, as it states
in its policy: “Landscape management” means action, from a perspective of sustainable development,
to ensure the regular upkeep of a landscape, so as to guide and harmonise changes which are brought
about by social, economic and environmental processes (Article 1).
In a historical perspective, urbanisation can be seen as a way of emancipation from the
overwhelming forces of wild nature within and around, an emancipation that inevitably was paralleled
by people’s disconnection and alienation from their local and historical roots. Freedom and
independence had their costs, but also their unique benefit of making people aware of their
responsibility for ‘the others’: socially and ecologically, in urban and rural areas. This awareness is a
prerequisite for people’s commitment to participate in the development of better ways to manage the
landscape, fit for a sustainable future. However, the awareness of landscape often slumbers unaware in
people’s minds.
The concept of landscape (as opposed to “nature”) is only evident from the moment one
realises that it forms one’s everyday environment, that it is part of one’s culture, there and then.
Whereas nature conservation tends to focus on species and ecosystems, which are perceived as part of
the world outside of us, landscape management concerns us more directly. It is therefore also less of a
purely academic question. The awareness of this concern with landscape is part of our human
development. Participation in landscape development can thus be seen both as a human right and a
social responsibility. Not so much the formation of new experts is at stake, but rather the development
of human capacity toward responsibility, in a humanist sense.
Ways to introduce the above notions into all levels of education should be developed, to make
society at large sufficiently aware of the qualities that landscapes should provide to society in order to
warrant people’s healthy development. This is a prerequisite for a sustainable development of the
landscape people need.
The paper is the result of discussions during the first Conference on the European Landscape
Convention in November 2001, and during the Workshop on 23 May 2002, both in Strasbourg. It is
extended with information additionally provided by participants of this Workshop, and by literature
survey.
The aim of the paper is to enhance the future implementation of the European Landscape
Convention by discussing the main problems and opportunities in awareness raising, training and
education on the landscape as mentioned in Art. 6A and 6B of the Convention. Thereby, a basic idea is
that those who were and still are in charge of landscape management have largely determined the
actual landscape based on their awareness and appreciation of the landscape. Consequently, when
today another landscape quality is wanted, an appropriate change in perception and the awareness of
the landscape is needed, together with the relevant rulings of the responsible authority.
In the report are examined concepts of landscape education, wherein education is seen at
large, including awareness raising and training for various youth groups and adults. Are also discussed
concepts of landscape and the related practices of landscape management. Subsequently, are
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considered practical consequences of the presented concepts with proposals for action. A synopsis
concludes the paper.
The Landscape Convention also seems to be characterised by the inherent paradox of providing
common European guidelines for a diversified management of European landscapes. It is a challenge
for those concerned with the future of the European landscapes, to bypass this paradox by strongly
encouraging facilitation from above and by enhancing involvement from bottom-up, which should be
crucial elements in public awareness raising, training and education:
–

base targets for landscape development on natural processes: know your factual landscape;

–

develop awareness that landscape identity is and should be a reflection of current cultural
processes: discuss the right landscape in the local community;

–

achieve quality in the landscape by public involvement: act in your own real landscape on the
basis of co-ordinated personal concern.

4.2.

Discussion

24.

The discussion raised the following points:

–

Mrs Jelka PIRKOVIČ considered that it would be useful to include the theme of landscapes in
“European Heritage Days”.

–

The representative of the National Committee for the International Year of Mountains 2002
made two comments. Firstly, he believed that it was important to examine the role of the
actors. The population was involved, but the politicians and professionals (planners, etc) also
were. What was their role? They helped to decide which landscape was important. The
question of the role of experts would require more detailed discussion in the future. He also
indicated that he was confused by the notion of “real landscape”, which seemed to imply that
the landscape seen by the population was true and authentic whereas another was not true.
Contact with the landscape was through culture and should become a concern of the future.

–

Mrs Jelka PIRKOVIČ considered that experts should be trained in landscapes.

–

The representative of Italy recalled the existence of foundations for exchanges. The European
Foundation for Landscape Architecture (EFLA) was founded in Brussels in 1989 and a whole
network of schools existed. As many projects had already been carried out, it was necessary to
establish what had been achieved in the shadows by professionals and universities during
many years.

–

The representative of the CLRAE (National Park of Cilento and of Vallo di Diano) mentioned
the relationship between the subjectivity and objectivity of the landscape. It was a bilateral
process which was constantly changing and was based on social references. A common
meaning should therefore be sought from specific individual subjectivity when the original
perception had been lost.

–

The representative of ECLAS mentioned the Erasmus Programme and the “LE:NOTRE”
Project (Landscape Education: New Opportunities for Teaching and Research in Europe),
which would link the landscape schools of some eighty higher education establishments
throughout Europe and also European organisations.

–

The representative of France made several comments. He expressed his wish for a correction
to be made on page 11 of the report in so far as the explanatory report of the Convention dealt
with this matter. He also underlined the important role of ECLAS, which was made up of the
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State public bodies of the different countries forming landscape specialists and mentioned the
LE:NOTRE programme. He indicated that he did not agree with the provisions on pages 3
and 8 regarding the feelings of the populations; he considered that the report dealt essentially
with rural landscapes. He considered it necessary to call on the mass media of contemporary
society. A transfrontier programme existed particularly on Arte, with a series of 18 volumes
on the landscapes of Europe. It would be possible to look at these and work on this question
with specialists.
–

The representative of Italy considered the importance of referring to works on the historic
elements of landscape and the possibility of interpreting the relationship between the different
elements. For example, urban centres must include buildings but also account must also be
taken of the relationships which exist with green spaces. There should be an articulate
interpretation.

–

Professor ZOIDO NARANJO referred to the notion of authenticity of the landscape and the
possibility of presenting the different levels of education by distinguishing the primary,
secondary and university levels.

–

The representative of Spain mentioned the need to develop the ideas of information, education
and awareness-raising in Spain and in countries where these were insufficiently developed.

–

Professor LUGINBÜHL believed that the development of contemporary societies was tending
towards a loss of social memory and the traditional knowledge passed down from generation
to generation, a form of relay being taken on by science. However, scientific knowledge was
more and more difficult to “digest”. Traditional knowledge should therefore be recorded and a
link should be created between scientific knowledge and empirical culture. The stakes were
important as they concerned the development of our current societies and a solution needed to
be found.

–

Mr PEDROLI indicated that the three levels of landscape presented – factual, right and real –
were simply aimed at facilitating understanding of the subject. In fact many people now only
saw landscapes on their television or on the Internet and individuals’ perception of landscapes
was forgotten. Many disciplines were however involved as well as landscape architects,
including ecologists, archaeologists, geographers and farmers.

–

Mr Jan Diek VAN MANSVELT, co-author of the report and Co-ordinator of Petrarca,
believed that there was no objectivity without subject and that the individual viewed himself
in the way he was reflected in the landscape.

4.3.

Conclusions

25.

Mr Ebbe ADOLFSSON presented the conclusions from Theme 3:

–

Co-operation should be developed with the European Union in so far as the European
Landscape Convention should be integrated into several instruments, including SDEC, the
Integrated Coastal Area Management Programme and structural funds.

–

The existing data should be published on the Internet site to help users to gain more
knowledge.

5.

Theme 4: Innovative tools for the protection, management and planning of landscape
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 23]
Chairmanship: Mr Enrico BUERGI

26.

The Chair introduced the theme and gave the floor to the rapporteur and the expert.
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5.1

Presentation of the report
by
Mrs
Annalisa
CALCAGNO
MANIGLIO,
Mr Bertrand de MONTMOLLIN, Council of Europe expert

rapporteur

(Italy)

and

27.
Mrs Annalisa CALCAGNO MANIGLIO introduced the Theme, whose main aim was to
improve the scientific, technical and operational knowledge necessary to develop innovative proposals
in the area of landscape policy, with a view to applying the principle of the integration of the
landscape into all the policies of sectors with a direct or indirect effect on landscape.
The main objective of this work was the search for common lines of action (compatible with
judicial and administrative standards) for the Contracting and Signatory European States in the area of
landscape policy, namely that particular attention should be given to the present or potential values of
the whole European continent in accordance with the notion of landscape introduced by the European
Landscape Convention. All landscapes should be taken into consideration, with their different
characteristics, values and qualities, and landscape’s dimension of “community heritage” and “living
resource” should be recognised, linked to regional, economic, historical and local dynamics, and
characterised by a network of dynamic relationships which give shape to its identity.
The theme appeared particularly complex, in view of the need to integrate into each sectorbased policy with an effect on land organisation, different landscape actions and measures, which
involved different tasks and responsibilities at institutional, national and local level, and different
technical, scientific and professional competences. Furthermore, it was clear that any instrument
concerning landscape, however innovative, necessarily relied on different factors, such as basic
standards, institutional competences, the state of research, the spread of information and the quality of
training.
During the Workshops meeting in May 2002, the international working groups,
representatives, government delegates and specialists from the different countries, inspired by the
various scientific and operational experiments set up in their country of origin, presented local and
national initiatives for the application of landscape policies (in accordance with the objectives of
landscape protection, management and planning). They illustrated case studies, different actions and
ways of raising awareness of landscapes, which had been tried and tested in their different local and
national realities, with a view to the application of efficient measures for the implementation of the
landscape policies indicated in the Convention.
The various speeches highlighted different approaches to landscape, all significant, which
aimed to increase knowledge of its characteristics and evolutional processes and to adequately and
efficiently attribute values. However, these approaches had rarely led to the development of tools
which could be transposed into different contexts. The development of innovative tools, particularly in
areas where there was still little experience, should be encouraged in the framework of the
Convention, for example by the creation of ad hoc working groups in collaboration with university
research groups or others.
In general, it had been possible to observe that in many countries the signing of the European
Landscape Convention had resulted in new actions on a large scale, which proved that public groups,
research bodies and non-governmental organisations were aware of and interested in applying or
strengthening themes related to landscape as indicated in the Convention. This was creating many
expectations regarding the development and elaboration of innovative instruments for landscape
protection, management and planning.
The contributions demonstrated a common interest in the importance of the subject and the
need for the rapid and common application of the European Landscape Convention. Some participants
highlighted the opportunity to draft a single reference document, which could define the level of
protection and sustainable development for the landscape in the different regional and sector-based
actions. Others said it would be useful to create observatories to monitor transformations, landscape
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risk charts, for hydro-geological risks and ecological degeneration, the erosion of rural landscapes and
historical-archaeological developments, the approval of urban establishments, local products and
anything which could be considered a danger to the identity of landscapes. This would allow efficient
intervention policies to be drafted based on foreseeable development. Others wanted a supra-national
body to be created, with the necessary powers, which could monitor and advise in territorial policy
choices.
Thanks to the remarkable actions of the Directorate General for Architectural Heritage and
Landscape, Italy had drafted new methodologies for analysing and evaluating landscapes and had
developed new actions for a programme of intervention aimed at the conservation, management and
planning of the landscapes in question. In this framework, the Ministry for Property and Cultural
Activities had developed forms of dialogue between the public authorities regarding the safeguarding
of landscape interests. This was the “State-Regions Agreement Act ” of 19 April 2001, which was an
innovative instrument in complete compliance with the notion of landscape introduced by the
European Landscape Convention and with the actions to be undertaken for the correct application of
its principles.
According to this Agreement, the “Piani territoriali paesistici” must propose the definition of
quality objectives and the choice of measures to protect and develop the landscape. Article 3 of the
Agreement effectively established that landscape planning defined the different land frameworks, not
only those which had a high landscape value but also those which were eroded and needed
requalifying. It was necessary to define a scale of landscape values, which allowed on the one hand the
individualisation of the different levels of integrity of the landscape and on the other hand the most
appropriate forms and methods for its protection and development. The activities to conserve and
protect the constituent values of the landscape and the typical morphologies of the land were added to
the planning of lines of development compatible with the different levels of the values already defined.
The objectives also included the requalification of eroded areas and, as a result, the recovery
of lost values or the creation of new landscape values.
The State-Regions Agreement was therefore the first innovative instrument which made it
necessary to discover and locate the elements which characterised and identified landscapes. With the
aim of making the recuperation, development and maintenance of regional landscapes achievable, the
Agreement stated that the plans should identify the promotion and support measures, and the
instruments for implementing the different activities, always with the dynamic vision of protection and
planning. In addition to the obligations introduced by the protection standards, were plans for
incentive measures which would allow the real management of the land, satisfying the needs of the
body responsible for protection activities. For the first time, it stated that landscape planning must
provide appropriate responses to the instructions and limits set out in the plans.
28.
Mr Bertrand de MONTMOLLIN, presented its report. It considered that the implementation of
the European Landscape Convention could be facilitated through the exchange, elaboration and
development of innovative tools for landscape protection, management and planning.
Such tools should be: accessible to ordinary people, decentralised (regional or local), incentive
based, and multidisciplinary and integrated. They should be applicable most importantly to the
everyday landscapes, most of which are: urban, suburban, commercial, industrial, of tourist interest,
and characterised by infrastructure.
To be applicable in the wide range of landscapes and political and administrative systems in
Europe, such instruments should be adapted, or be capable of adaptation, to suit: different types of
landscape, different regions, different political and administrative systems, and different levels of
action.
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The theme of integrating landscape considerations into other policies was seen as a priority.
Such an integrated policy would have to take account of three aspects:
–
–
–

the horizontal aspect, involving all sectoral policies that have a direct or indirect impact on
landscape;
the vertical aspect deriving notably from the principle of subsidiarity;
the “cross-sectional” aspect, reflecting the fact that more and more players are involved and
the problems are increasingly complex.

Participants in the preparatory Workshops of May 2002 voiced specific expectations for the
development of innovative tools to address objectives, under the following headings: participatory
tools, cross-sectional tools, tools for awareness raising and training, incentive-based tools, legislative
and regulatory tools, and technical tools.
In the light of the case studies presented by the various countries and the expectations
expressed in various areas, it is proposed that we move forward in two directions:
–

compilation of a compendium of “good landscape practice”. This could take the form of a
collection of notes on specific topics, detailing the various experiments carried out and tools
developed in the different European regions, with a view to promoting exchanges between
groups and agencies concerned with landscape. It could be presented as a folder (and/or its
web-based equivalent) containing brief descriptions of each tool or experiment with details of
how to contact the authors. It could thus be added to without difficulty and could foster
contacts and networking between persons and agencies involved in landscape;

–

incentives to develop innovative tools. The development of innovative tools – particularly in
areas where there has so far been little experimentation – should be encouraged under the
Convention, for example by setting up ad hoc working groups with input from universities
and colleges.
The following themes could be prioritised:

–
–
–
–

suburban, industrial and changing landscapes;
integrating landscape into other policy areas;
tools for community involvement in the approach to landscape;
tools for use by local authorities or NGOs.

5.2.

Discussion

29.

The discussion raised the following points:

–

The representative of Italy reported on the work on landscape planning and management
completed in Italy: “Politiche e culture del paesaggio – Landscape policies and culture” and
“Politiche e culture del paesaggio – Esperienze internazionali a confronto” under the
leadership of Mrs Lionella SCAZZOSI, and the importance of mentioning them in this
Conference.

–

Professor LUGINBÜHL considered that prospective or simulated images could be useful to
show the consequences of a planning project and the benefits which could be expected.

–

The representative of the “Mediterranean Landscapes Workshop” stressed the importance of
the landscape for an “environmental life” and the context of life. The ecological course led to
new social participation in the future of landscapes. A new concept appeared and new
working methods were established. Actions should be carried out in an experimental manner.
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–

The representative of EFLA believed that it was essential to train politicians as well as
members of the authorities. University training should last at least four years. European
countries should exchange existing experiences on this subject.

–

The representative of Italy reported on the experience of the Parc Cinque Terre, which was a
good example of the integration of the theme of landscape into sector-based policies. Synergy
should be reached between the European Landscape Convention and the Convention on
Biological Diversity, the Convention on Humid Zones and the Convention to Combat
Desertification. An awareness-raising group should be created within the authorities. Ordinary
landscapes required greater care. The Convention could be implemented with the integration
of policies into national and international regulations. The artistic aspects should also be taken
into account.

–

The representative of Petrarca considered that quality stamps should be encouraged in
agriculture in so far as it had an impact on landscape. Farmers produced food but also
landscapes and they should be invited to take part in developing landscapes.

–

The representative of Belgium mentioned the legislative and regulatory instruments which led
to landscape policies and programmes being taken into account. Incident or impact studies
allowed the impact on the environment to be measured, particularly the landscape aspect. This
had been poorly taken into account until now. All those involved should be trained, including
the authors of studies, officials and political representatives. Since June 2001, the Directive on
Plans and Programmes had been a regulatory instrument allowing the effects of activities in
the different sector-based policies to be measured.

–

The representatives of France and Portugal shared this point of view and underlined the
importance of impact studies, which allowed a better understanding of the question of
management and planning in case of large developments and infrastructures.

–

Professor ZOIDO NARANJO mentioned the experience of inter-community management and
mentioned the French experience with the Landscape Charter.

–

The representative of the CLRAE recalled the conventional framework and the scope of
Article 6 E.

–

The representative of the CLRAE (National Park of Cilento) mentioned innovative
instruments as drivers of production. Innovation must first focus on eroded landscapes and on
a daily basis. However, it should not be forgotten that conservation was possible without
innovation.

–

Mr Bertrand de MONTMOLLIN noted on the subject of the context of life that the
Convention concerned landscape but did not constitute an Agenda 21. It would be advisable to
not stray too far from the subject of landscape, but there should be direct activities.

–

The representative of the Secretariat mentioned the existence of the 14 June 2002 Sofia Black
Sea Diversity and Landscape Protection Protocol to the Convention on the Protection of the
Black Sea against Pollution, which had already integrated the notion of landscape.

5.3.

Conclusions

30.
Mrs Annalisa CALCAGNO MANIGLIO underlined the importance of having prospective
images and considered that participation was an essential theme. It would be useful to hold a seminar
with the presence of delegates in order to assess and compare experiences. She proposed holding such
a seminar in Genoa.
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6.

Theme 5: Landscape Award
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 24]
Chairmanship: Secretariat General of the Council of Europe

31.

The representative of the Secretariat introduced the theme and gave the floor to the rapporteur.

6.1.

Presentation of the report
by Mr Jon TOMLINSON, rapporteur (United Kingdom) and the Secretariat General of the
Council of Europe

32.

Mr Jon TOMLINSON introduced the theme by mentioning the following points:

–

Why have an award? It is to stimulate the process of encouraging and recognising quality
stewardship of landscapes.

–

What is its purpose? It is educational and aims to inspire others, good practice, professional
recognition, public awareness. It also gives media access to the Convention.

–

What should be its form? It should be an annual award in Contracting States recognising
outstanding initiatives (rather than outstanding landscape); there should be no hierarchies and
try to avoid “winners” and “losers”; the 20 October should be designated as European
Landscape Day across Contracting States; plus a further pan-European Day (probably in
December) based around a conference in Strasbourg; 2 or 3 themes should be annually
chosen; there should be no single winner; ideas and achievements should be rewarded, no area
nor region having all the best answers.

–

What themes should be suggested? Education, dissemination, landscape transformation,
design, conservation policy and appreciation, strategic planning, links between people and
landscapes, involvement of communities.

–

Who should be is eligible? Local and regional authorities, non-governmental organisations.
Only Contracting Parties to the Convention should be involved.

–

What the process should be like? The Council of Europe could select 2 or 3 themes from
recommendations made by experts. National governments should establish national
competitions; one winner per theme per country; all winners should be announced
on 20 October; there could be an annual European conference to celebrate this event (good
media opportunity); this could allow public awareness of all innovative practices.

–

What the rules should be like? They should be valid from 3 to 5 years; all landscape types are
eligible; national competitions should be organised; one should try not to be too limited;
subsidiarity is important; States should encourage the public’s involvement – especially
younger and older people.

He concluded by saying that the Award should be inclusive and not exclusive. It would be
desirable for it to improve knowledge of the European Landscape Convention. The diversity of
approaches and results was important.
33.
Mrs Maguelonne DEJEANT-PONS presented the report in addition to what Mr Tomlinson
had already mentioned. She recalled that Article 11 of the Convention was effectively dedicated to the
“Council of Europe Landscape Award”.
The discussions held during the meeting of the Workshops for the implementation of the
European Landscape Convention (Council of Europe, Palais de l’Europe, Strasbourg,
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23-24 May 2002, T-FLOR 2 (2002) 18), concerning the Landscape Award, brought out the importance
of the Award in relation to Article 6, A of the Convention, concerning Awareness-raising, and the demultiplicator effect of the Award with the press and media.
The following issues in particular were examined:
–

Aims of the Award: it would be necessary for the first years of the Award, to take into
account, essentially, the ordinary landscape in order to complement the UNESCO Convention
in a useful way, and to reward concrete action taken in the field.

–

Conditions for granting the Award: the following should be borne in mind: sustainable
efficiency and exemplary methods.

–

Entities qualifying for the Award: as indicated in the Convention, the following would
qualify: local and regional authorities and non-governmental organisations.

–

Modalities for granting the Award: two or three themes could be chosen each year; the public
should be involved in the decision panel; a financial reward should be foreseen; an exchange
between the winners should be organised and Award results published.

–

Sponsors: ethical rules should be drawn up concerning the possibilities to accept sponsorship
for the Award. The Workshop considered that the established rules would be applicable for a
period of five years minimum and that they could then be adopted. The periodicity of the
Award should be defined as well as the criteria and rules for granting it.

Existing experience should be used as a starting point for discussions on the Council of
Europe Landscape Award and proposals should be made as to the procedure to be set up.
Local and regional authorities, their groupings and NGOs could compete for a national award
granted each year on the same date in every European country at the highest level. The Contracting
Parties to the Convention would assess the applications for national awards and could put forward the
national winner as a candidate for the European Award. These national awards could be conferred on
the same day, which could be designated “Landscape Day” the first time the prize is awarded.
The projects of the national Award winners would then be forwarded to the Council of
Europe’s committees of experts, and the Committee of Ministers would confer the Council of Europe
Landscape Award on the basis of the committees’ recommendations. Press conferences could be held
at the Council of Europe and in the capitals of the participating countries, which could publish the
results of their national competitions.
The machinery for launching the Award must be carefully studied and would include, in
particular, guidelines on:
–
–

the panel (number of members, chair, etc.);
the arrangements concerning the Award (how often it is to be conferred, selection criteria,
applications, selection procedure, drawing up of the rules, etc.).

6.2.

Discussion

34.

The discussion raised the following points:

–

The representative of ECLAS commented that different generations had different points of
view and that it was therefore necessary to introduce the concept of generation. The
participation of students should also be organised, with competitions which could also involve
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the disciplines of archaeology and geography… He also mentioned the existence of the
Landscape Award in Europe.
–

The representative of Italy showed interest in the Award. She underlined nevertheless that it
was necessary to demonstrate a completed work which could be seen and that it was therefore
necessary to exclude work carried out by students. Countries should be encouraged to pay
greater attention to landscapes.

–

The representative of France underlined that the Award should honour an effective
achievement in landscape. It was therefore necessary to improve the context of life in
response to the aspirations of the population. Innovation should be one of the essential criteria
in presenting the Award and a selection should not be made which led to many
disappointments. It was also possible to see which awards had been given in the private sector
so that these initiatives could be taken into consideration. In France the Landscape Trophy
was awarded to the association of a local authority, in charge of the project and a landscape
designer.

6.3.

Conclusions

35.
Mr Jon TOMLINSON thanked the participants for their comments and proposals. He
indicated that a small working group could be formed in 2003. There could be a new discussion during
the third Conference of the Contracting and Signatory States to the Convention in November 2003,
which would allow a better grasp of the ideas.
7.

General conclusions of the five reports

36.
The Chair asked the experts to revise the reports on the basis of the comments made during
the Conference, with a view to their publication. He proposed the discussion of a draft declaration,
which included the main conclusions of the discussions held during the Conference. The
representative of Italy, in particular, proposed completing the provision regarding university training
in landscapes.
37.
The Contracting and Signatory States to the Convention discussed the draft declaration,
amended several points and adopted the Declaration as included in Appendix 12 to this report.
* * *
III.

INTERVAL: PRESENTATION OF PROJECTS
Chairmanship: Mr Enrico BUERGI

1.

The Project of the Nordic Council concerning the European Landscape Convention
(Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden)
by Mr Jostein LØVDAL (Norway)

38.
Mr Jostein LØVDAL presents the Project of the Nordic Council concerning the European
Landscape Convention (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden). See Appendix 8.
2.

The Landscape Plan of the National Park and the Observatory on the implementation of
the European Landscape Convention of the National Park of Cilento and of Vallo di
Diano, established with the patronage of the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities
of the Council of Europe
by Mr Roberto GAMBINO (CLRAE)

39.
Professor Roberto GAMBINO (CLRAE) presents the Landscape Plan of the National Park
and the Observatory on the implementation of the European Landscape Convention of the National
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Park of Cilento and of Vallo di Diano, established with the patronage of the Congress of Local and
Regional Authorities of the Council of Europe. See Appendix 10.
40.
The Chair welcomed Mr Rinaldo LOCATELLI, Executive Director of the Congress of Local
and Regional Authorities of Europe (CLRAE) and welcomed his participation at the Conference.
41.
Mr Rinaldo LOCATELLI recalled that the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of
Europe was in some way the author of the European Landscape Convention and was therefore
interested in its development. He thanked the President of the Park of Cilento for his presentation and
recalled that Congress had granted its patronage to this Park, which operated as a model and an
example of the implementation of the Convention. Even before Italy had ratified the Convention, an
initiative from the local and regional authorities demonstrated their attachment to preserving
landscapes. He expressed his desire that the Convention enters into force and that the Park develops in
accordance with the principles of a regional model.
3.

“Landscape and territorial development”
by Mr Florencio ZOIDO NARANJO, Professor at the University of Sevilla (Andalucia, Spain)

42.

Professor Florencio ZOIDO NARANJO presents Landscape and territorial development. See
Appendix 10.

4.

The transfrontier landscape Project “The garden of two banks”
by Mr Michael FIEBACH (Kehl) and Mr Christophe KIEFFER (Strasbourg)

43.

Mr Michael FIEBACH presents the transfrontier landscape Project “The garden of two
banks”. See Appendix 11.

* * *
IV.

SECOND SESSION: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CONVENTION: MEANS OF
CO-OPERATION

1.

Wishes and possible support in view of the entry into force of the Convention

44.
The Chair invited the participants to express their wishes, needs or desires for the
Convention’s entry into force and for its ratification by the Council of Europe member States, so that it
might enter into force.
45.

The participants made the following comments:

–

The representative of the Parliamentary Assembly mentioned the concern for landscape in the
Russian Federation and the topicality of the subject with regard to the proposed
Recommendation (doc 9450) of 7 May 2002 on “The Protection and Sustainable
Development of the Potential Landscape in Russia and Europe”, which was under the
competence of the Committee on the Environment, Agriculture, Local and Regional Affairs
of the Parliamentary Assembly. He expressed his desire to set up an international centre
within the Council of Europe to deal with this subject.

–

The representative of Belgium expressed her satisfaction with the quality of the work and
discussions during the Conference. She believed that in view of the fact that since the
beginning of the Conference reference had been made to three themes, culture, nature and
regional planning, the regional planning representatives should be present for the remainder
of the work in order to facilitate better synergy. She also raised the idea of a third Vice-Chair,
who could be the Chair of the Committee of Senior Officials of the CEMAT.
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–

The representative of France agreed with the Belgian representative and stressed that
landscape was a resource for development. Sustainable planning and landscape should go
together and the addition of the Committee of Senior Officials of the CEMAT to the followup committees would help to take better account of the development of our societies.

–

The representative of Portugal raised the fact that the land was the place where sustainable
development occurred and that there was a strong synergy between landscape and regional
planning.

–

The Vice-Chair of the CDPAT supported the idea of close co-operation with CEMAT within
the context of the three pillars, for the optimum application of the Convention and with the
aim of trans-sector action within the Council of Europe, which must act based on the same
principles. The third pillar must therefore be included with a view to achieving the work.

–

The representative of Italy supported the proposal by Belgium and France concerning the
introduction of a third Vice-Chair from CEMAT. Regional planning played an essential role
within landscape policies.

–

The representative of Norway supported this point of view.

–

The representative of EFLA gave an oral presentation of the contents of a written declaration,
which is included in document T-FLOR 2 (2002) 34 Revised.

–

The Chair informed the participants that a Conference on “Landscape Policy and Regional
Planning”, organised by the autonomous government of the Canaries with the participation of
the Council of Europe and UNESCO, would be held in Las Palmas (Spain) on 10
and 11 December 2002.

2.

Adoption of the Work Programme
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 25]

46.
The Contracting and Signatory States to the Convention examined the overview of mediumterm approach of the Work Programme. See Appendix 13.
47.
The Contracting and Signatory States to the Convention took note of the calendar of
Ministerial Conferences for 2003:
–

21-23 May 2003, Kyiv: 5th Ministerial Conference “An environment for Europe”, organised
by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UN-ECE)

–

15-17 September 2003, Ljubljana: 13th Session of the Conference of Ministers responsible for
Regional Planning (CEMAT), organised by the Council of Europe (CoE)

48.
The Contracting and Signatory States to the Convention adopted the Work Programme
hereafter:
1)

Meeting of the Workshops on the implementation of the Convention
The three following themes are selected:

–
–
–
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transfrontier landscapes (Article 9);
individual and social well-being (preamble);
spatial planning and landscape.
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2)

The 3rd Conference of Contracting and Signatory States to the European Landscape
Convention.

3)

Information meetings on the European Landscape Convention.

4)
Side-event on the European Landscape Convention organised during the UN-ECE Ministerial
Conference “An environment for Europe” (21-23 May, Kyiv).
5)
Meeting of a working group set up to determine the criteria for awarding the Council of
Europe Landscape Award, under the direction of the representatives of the United Kingdom, with the
participation of the CLRAE (Park of Cilento) and of ECLAS.
6)
Thematic studies, to be developed depending on the payment of voluntary contributions and
sponsored by governments:
–

Environmental education in secondary schools (in liaison with the Council of Europe’s
Education Directorate);

–

Landscape training in universities;

–

Harmonisation of landscape architecture training (in liaison with ECLAS);

–

Production of a landscape glossary;

–

The link between violence and landscape (in liaison with the Council of Europe’s integrated
projects and with a view to the organisation of a conference on violence, suburbs and
landscape in 2004);

–

Public participation (in liaison with the Council of Europe’s integrated projects);

–

Analysis of national datasheets drawn up in preparation for the first Session of the Workshops
(May 2002);

–

Updating of the comparative law study carried out during the drafting of the Convention;

–

Compendium of poetic and literary texts on European landscapes;

–

Landscape routes;

–

Network of university lectures on the European Landscape Convention;

–

Establishment of a compendium of good practices;

–

Books on the European landscapes.

3.

Presentation on financial aspects
by the Secretariat General of the Council of Europe
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 26]

49.
The Contracting and Signatory States to the European Landscape Convention took note of the
following elements:
–

the budget allocated by the Council of Europe in 2002 for the European Landscape
Convention totalled 22.500 euros. This was used to pay the fees and travel and subsistence
expenses of the four experts commissioned to prepare the reports presented on
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implementation of the European Landscape Convention (6 000 euros each, less 1 500 from the
voluntary contributions).
–

In June 2001, the Secretariat submitted a request for voluntary financial contributions to the
members of the CO-DBP and the CDPAT. In 2002, several States paid voluntary
contributions totalling 44.404 euros. These have been/will be used as indicated in the
Appendix 14 to the present report.

–

The budget allocated by the Council of Europe for European Landscape Convention activities
in 2003 should total 25 000 euros, broken down as follows:
- Meeting of thematic workshops and a conference (4 participants, 2 days):

8 800

- 2 information meetings (4 experts, 2 days):

7 000

- Experts/consultants’ fees:

5 000

- Publications:

4 200

50.
The Chair said that governments are again invited to make contributions for carrying out the
activities listed in the appendix.
51.
The Contracting and Signatory States to the Convention considered that the development of
the Internet site was a priority.
4.

Election of the Conference Chair

52.
Mr Enrico BUERGI was re-elected Chair by unanimous acclamation. He thanked the
participants for his re-election and the vote of confidence shown in him. He expressed his wish to see
the Convention enter into force very soon.
The Convention was certainly complex, but also modern and ambitious. It involved several
competences and legislations and regional planning was a key element in so far as it had an impact on
culture, nature, agriculture and industry. The relationship between landscape policy and the well being
of individuals was also essential and concerned quality of life and the social perception of the
landscape.
5.

Conclusions to the Conference and follow-up work
by the Conference Chair

53.
The Chair indicated that this Conference had been particularly useful in that it had allowed the
adoption of a Declaration on five important themes. This represented an important contribution
towards making the European Landscape Convention operational by underlining the common points
of view of the States which applied the Convention. It had also allowed decisions to be made on the
themes to be developed in 2003, with a view to achieving results which could be used in a similar way
to those obtained for the themes already dealt with.
He expressed two wishes before the closing of the Conference. The first concerned the budget
allocated to the Conference by the Council of Europe, which should be adapted to the activities being
pursued. He also appealed for voluntary contributions. The second concerned the ratification of the
Convention. He expressed the wish that States complete the procedures necessary for the ratification
of the Convention, so that it could soon enter into force.
Finally, he thanked the participants for all their contributions.
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54.

The Secretariat outlined the calendar of future meetings of the European Landscape
Convention:

–

14 March 2003, Strasbourg: Preparatory meeting of the European Landscape Convention
Workshops.

–

12-13 June 2003: Meeting of the European Landscape Convention Workshops.

–
27-28 November 2003, Strasbourg: Third Conference of the Contracting and Signatory States
to the European Landscape Convention.
6.

Closing of the Conference
by the Secretariat General of the Council of Europe

55.
Mr José-Maria BALLESTER, Director of Culture and Cultural and Natural Heritage, warmly
thanked the participants for their work, expressed the desire that the Convention would soon enter into
force and closed the meeting.
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APPENDIX 1
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
I – CONTRACTING STATES / ETATS CONTRACTANTS
CROATIA / CROATIE
Ms Nataša KAČIĆ-BARTULOVIĆ, B. Sci., Legal Adviser, Administration and Law Department,
Ministry for Environmental Protection and Physical Planning, Ulica Republike Austrije 20,
HR-10000 ZAGREB
Tel. +385 1 3717121
Fax: +385 1 3772 822
E-mail: upravno_pravni@mzopu.hr/gordana.valcic@duzo.tel.hr
E
Ms Mirna BOJIC, B. Sc., Assistant, Nature Heritage Conservation Department, Nature Conservation
Division, Ministry of Environmental Protection and Physical Planning, Ulica Republike Austrije 20,
HR-10000 ZAGREB
Tel. +385 1 6106 477 Fax: +385 1 6118 388
E-mail: mirna.bojic@mzopu.hr/bmirna@net.hr
E
Mrs Silvija NIKSIC, Senior consultant in conservation, Ilica 44/I, HR-10000 ZAGREB
Tel. +385 1 4849444
Fax: +385 1 4849445
E-mail: silvija.niksic@zg.tel.hr
Absente / Absent
IRELAND / IRLANDE
Mr John LAFFAN, Assistant Principal, Planning Section, Department of the Environment and Local
Government, Custom House, DUBLIN 1
Tel + 353 1 888 2812
Fax: 353 1 888 2692
E-mail::John_Laffan@environ.irlgov.ie

E

E

LITHUANIA/LITUANIE
Dr Giedre GODIENE, Chief Specialist of Landscape Division, Department of Territorial Planning,
Urban Development and Architecture, Ministry of Environment, A. Jaksto Str. 4/9,
LT-2600 VILNIUS
Tel +370 5 266 3614
Fax: +370 5 266 3667
E-mail: g.godiene@aplinkuma.lt
E
MOLDOVA
Mme Silvia CEBOTARI, Directrice Adjointe, Direction du patrimoine culturel, 1 Piata Marii Adunari
Nationale, Casa Guvernului, MD-2012 CHISINAU
Tel. + 373 223 40 29
Fax: +373 223 23 88
E-mail: silceb@mail.md
F
M. Serghei MIHOV, Adjoint au Représentant permanent de la Moldova auprès du Conseil de
l'Europe, 16, Allée Spach, 67 000 STRASBOURG
Tél: 03 88 36 55 64
Fax: 03 88 36 48 96
E-mail: moldova.rpce@noos.fr
Absent
Mr Adam BEGU, Coordinator of Landscape European Convention, Ministry of Ecology, Construction
and territorial development
Tel. +3 732 24 17 72 +3 732 22 07 48 or +3 732 24 20 22
E
Absent
Mr Eugeniu ALEXANDROV, Ministry of Ecology, Construction and territorial development
Tel. +3 732 24 17 72+3 732 22 07 48 or +3 732 24 20 22
Absent
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NORWAY / NORVEGE
Mrs Elisabeth HAVERAAEN, Adviser, Section for cultural heritage, Ministry of the Environment,
P.O. Box 8013, DEP., N-0030 OSLO
Tel. +47 22245846
Fax: +47 22249561
E-mail: elh@md.dep.no
E
Mr Jostein LØVDAL, Head of Section, Directorate for Cultural Heritage, P.O. Box 8196 Dep.
N-0034 OSLO
Tel. +47 22940458
Fax: +47 22940408
E-mail: jol@ra.no
E
Mr Even GAUKSTAD, Adviser, Directorate for Cultural Heritage, P.O. Box 8196 Dep.
N-0034 OSLO
Tel. +47 22940430
Fax: +47 22940408
E-mail: eg@ra.no
E
Apologised for absence / Excusé
ROMANIA / ROUMANIE
Mr Ioam OPRIŞ, State Secretary in Ministry of Culture and Religions Affairs, Piata Presei Libere 1,
RO-71341 BUCURESTI
Tel. +40 1 2242889
Fax: +40 1 2242889
E-mail: ioan.opris@culture.ro
Apologised for absence / Excusé

F

Mrs Marica SOLOMON, Adjointe au Chef du Département de l'Urbanisme, Institut national de
recherche-développement pour l'aménagement du territoire et l'urbanisme URBANPROIECT,
Str. Nicolae Filipescu 53-55, RO-70136 BUCURESTI 2
Tel +40 1 2114906
Fax: +40 1 2117850
E-mail: msolomon@incdurban.ro
F
Apologised for absence / Excusée
II – SIGNATORY STATES / ETATS SIGNATAIRES
BELGIUM / BELGIQUE
Mme Mireille DECONINCK, Attachée, Dr Sc Géographiques, Direction de l’Aménagement Régional,
DGATLP, Ministère de la Région Wallonne, rue des Brigades d’Irlande 1, B-5100 NAMUR
(JAMBES)
Tel. 32 81 33 25 22
Fax: 32 81 33 25 67
E-mail: m.deconinck@mrw.wallonie.be
F
Mme Ghislaine DEVILLERS, Direction de la Protection, Division du Patrimoine, Direction générale
de l’Aménagement du Territoire, du Logement et du Patrimoine, Ministère de la Région Wallonne, rue
des Brigades d’Irlande 1, B-5100 NAMUR (JAMBES)
Tel. 32 81 33 21 64
Fax: +32 81 33 22 93
E-mail: G.Devillers@mrw.wallonie.be
F
M. Marc DE BORGHER, Section Monuments et Sites de la Communauté Flamande, Copernicuslaan
1, B-2018 ANTWERPEN
Tel. 32 3 224 62 15
Fax: 32 3 224 62 23
E-mail: marc.deborgher@lin.vlaanderen.be
F
M. E. GOEDLEVEN, Chef de Division Monuments et Sites, Région flamande, Koning Albert II laan,
bus 7, B-1000 BRUXELLES
Tel. 32 2 5538201
Fax: +32 2 25538205
E-mail: goedleven@lin.vlaanderen.be
F
Apologised for absence / Excusé
M. Jacques STEIN, Direction générale des Ressources naturelles et de l’Environnement, Ministère de
la Région wallonne – DNF, Avenue Prince de Liège 15, B-5100 JAMBES (Namur)
Tel. +32 81335860/+32 477266046
Fax: +32 81335822
E-mail: J.Stein@mrw.wallonie.be
F
Apologised for absence / Excusé
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Mme Bénédicte SELFSLAGH, Relations avec les organisations internationales, Division du
Patrimoine, Direction générale de l’Aménagement du Territoire, du Logement et du Patrimoine,
Ministère de la Région wallonne, p/a 30 avenue Junot, F-75018 PARIS
Tel. +33 1 44 92 04 28
Fax: +33 1 44 92 07 28 E-mail: benedicte.selfslagh@wanadoo.fr
F
Apologised for absence / Excusée
M. Philippe THIERY, Ministère de la Région Bruxelles-Capitale, Administration de l'Aménagement
du Territoire et du Logement, C.N.N., Rue du Progrès 80, boîte 1, B-1030 BRUXELLES
Tel. +32 2 204 21 11
E-mail: pthiery@mrbc.irisnet.be
F
Absent
BULGARIA / BULGARIE
CYPRUS / CHYPRE
Ms Athena ARISTOTALOUS-CLERIDOU, Architect and Town Planner, Head of the Conservation
Sector, Department of Town Planning and Housing (Headquarters), Demostheni Severi Av.,
CY-1454 NICOSIA
Tel. +357 22408155
Fax: +357 22 677570
E-mail: tphnic22@cytanet.com.cy
E
Mr Phaedon ENOTIADES, Department of Town Planning and Housing, Ministry of the Interior, CY1454 NICOSIA
Tél: + 357.22306501
Fax: + 357.22677570
E-mail: tphnic22@cytanet.com.cy
E
Absent
Mr Manoug SOMAKIAN, Deputy Permanent Representative to the Council of Europe, 20 avenue de
la Paix, F-67000 STRASBOURG
Tel. +33 (0)3 88 24 98 70
Fax: +33 (0)3 88 36 90 56 E-mail: amb.cy.stbg@wanadoo.fr
E
Absent
CZECH REPUBLIC / REPUBLIQUE TCHEQUE
Mr Petr ŠVEC, Senior Officer, Department for Ecology of Urban Zones and Tourism, Ministry of the
Environment, Vršovická 65, CZ-100 10 PRAHA
Tel. +420 2 67122511 or 67122950 Fax: +420 2 67312486
E-mail: petr_svec@env.cz
E
Mr Jan HENDRYCH, Landscape Architect, Head of the Department of Historic Cultural Landscape,
The Silva Tarouca Research Institute for Landscape and Ornamental Gardening, Kvetnové
namesti 391, CZ-252 43 PRUHONICE
Ms Grazyna NOVOTNA, Landscape Architect, Senior Officer of the Department of Historic Cultural
Landscape, The Silva Tarouca Research Institute for Landscape and Ornamental Gardening, Kvetnové
namesti 391, CZ-252 43 PRUHONICE
Mr Miroslav MARTIS, Expert in landscape management and landscape ecology, Institute of Applied
Ecology, Faculty of Forestry, Czech Agriculture University in Prague, CZ-281 63 KOSTELEC nad
CERNYMI LESY
DENMARK / DANEMARK
Mrs Tanja HOLMBERG, Planner and Principal, Ministry of Environment, The Danish Forest and
Nature Agency, Landscape Section, Haraldsgade 53, DK-2100 COPENHAGEN Ø
Tel. +45 39 47 21 62
Fax: +45 39 27 98 99
E-mail: tah@sns.dk
E
FINLAND / FINLANDE
Mrs Silja SUOMINEN, Senior Adviser, Ministry of Environment, PO Box 35,
FIN-00023 GOVERNMENT
Tel. +358 9160 39564/505947515 Fax: +358 916039364
E-mail: silja.suominen@ymparisto.fi
E
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FRANCE
M. Jean-François SEGUIN, Chef du Bureau des paysages, Direction de la nature et des paysages,
Ministère de l’Écologie et du Développement Durable, 20 avenue de Ségur, F-75302 PARIS 07 SP
Tel. +33 (0) 1 42 19 20 32
Fax: 33 (0)1 42 19 20 35
E-mail: jean-francois.seguin@environnement.gouv.fr
F
GREECE/GRECE
Mme Sofia MARCOPOULOU, Trikalon Street 36, GR-115 26 ATHENES
Tel. +30 16917620
Fax +30 16918487
Apologised for absence / Excusée

E

Mr J. VOURNAS, Director General for the Environment, Hellenic Republic, Ministry of
Environment, Physical Planning and Public Works, General Directorate of the Environment,
Environment Planning Division, 36 Trikalon str, GR-11526 ATHENS
Tel. +30 1 69 18 202
Fax: + 30 1 69 18 487
E-mail: tdfp@minenv.gr
E
Absent
M. Christos ZAMBELIS – Directeur du Département de l'Aménagement du Territoire – Ministère de
l'Environnement, de l'Aménagement du Territoire et des Travaux Publics – 17 rue Amaliados –
GR-11523 ATHENES
Tel. +30 10 64 500 30
Fax +30 10 645 86 90
E-mail: c.zambelis@minenv.gr
Absent
M. Anestis GOURGIOTIS – Ministère de l'Environnement, de l'Aménagement du Territoire et des
Travaux Publics – 17 rue Amaliados – CP 115 23 – ATHENES
Tel. +30 1 64 48 942
Fax +30 1 64 58 690
E-mail: a.gourgiotis@dxor.minenv.gr
Absent
ITALY/ITALIE
Mme Annalisa CALCAGNO MANIGLIO, Consultante du Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali,
Università degli Studi di Genova, Dipartimento POLIS, Stradone Sant’Agostino 37,
I-16123-GENOVA; Maison: Via Zara 26, I-16145 GENOVA
Tel. +39 010 2095875
Fax: + 39 010 2095905
E-mail: maniglio@arch.unige.it
F
Tel. +39 10 318096
Fax: + 39 10 31 34 16
Mme Anna DI BENE, Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali, Direzione generale per i beni
architettonici e il paesaggio; Domicile: Via di S. Michele 22, 00153 ROMA, Tél: +39 06 584 31
E-mail: a.dibene@bapbeniculturali.it
E
Mme Lionella SCAZZOSI, Expert du Ministero per i Beni e le Attività Culturali, Prof. Di Restauro
architettonico e di Architettura del Paesaggio al Politecnico di Milano, Piazza Leonardo da Vinci 32,
I-20133 MILANO
Tel. +39 02 23995002/3382597162
E-mail: lionella.scazzosi@tiscali.it
F
Mlle Antonella VERSACI, Ingénieur civil et doctorante à l’Université Paris 8, stagiaire au Ministero
per i Beni e le Attivita Culturali, Direzione generale per i beni architettonici e il paesaggio, Via di S.
Michele,22, I-00153 ROMA
E-mail: a.versaci@bapbeniculturali.it
aversaci@club-internet.fr
F
Mr Angelo CIASCA, Officer, Ministry for the Environment and Territory, Nature Conservation
Directorate, Via Capitan Bavastro 174, I-00154 ROMA
Tel. +39 06 57228335
Fax: +39 06 57228390
E-mail: ciasca.angelo@minambiente.it
F
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Mr Michele CAFORIO, Protected Areas Advisor, Ministry for the Environment and Territory, Nature
Conservation Directorate, Via Degli Scipioni 252, I-00192 ROMA
Tel. +39 06 57228306
Fax: +39 06 57228390
E-mail: m.caforio@tiscali.it

F

M. Piero Di PRETORO, Ministero Affari Esteri, Direzione Generale Europa, Ufficio VI, Piazzale
Farnesina 1, I- 00194 ROMA
Fax. 06 36917801
E-mail: piero.dipretoro@esteri.it
Absent
LUXEMBOURG
M. Jean-Paul FELTGEN, Conseiller de Direction, Ministère de l’Environnement, 18 montée de la
Pétrusse, L-2918 LUXEMBOURG
Tel. +352 478 6813
Fax: 352 478 6835
E-mail: jean-paul.feltgen@mev.etat.lu
F
MALTA / MALTE
POLAND/POLOGNE
Mrs Karolina LIKUS, Department of Nature Conservation, Ministry of the Environment,
Wawelska 52/54, PL-00-922 WARSAW

Tel +48 22 5792289/287

Fax: 48 22 5792555

E-mail: karolina.likus@mos.gov.pl

E

PORTUGAL
Mme Maria José FESTAS, Vice-Présidente du Comité des hauts fonctionnaires de la Conférence
européenne des ministres responsables de l’aménagement du territoire des États membres du Conseil
de l’Europe (CHF-CEMAT), Direction Générale de l'Aménagement du Territoire et du
Développement Urbain, Ministère des Villes, Aménagement du territoire et Environnement, Campo
Grande 50, P-1719-014 LISBONNE
Tel.+351 21 793 39 08/84 Fax: +351 21 782 50 03
E-mail: gabdg@dgotdu.pt
F
Mr José M. VASCONCELOS, Institut de la Conservation de la Nature, Rua da Lapa 73,
P-1200-701 LISBOA
Tel. +351 213 938 900
Fax: +351 213 901 048
E-mail: vasconcelosj@icn.pt
F/E
Absent
SAN MARINO / SAINT-MARIN
M. Guido BELLATTI CECCOLI, Ambassadeur, Représentant Permanent de Saint-Marin auprès du
Conseil de l’Europe, 10 rue Ste Odile, F-67000 STRASBOURG
Tel. +33 (0)3 88 36 09 44
Fax: +33 (0)3 88 25 17 25 E-mail: rp.sanmarino@wanadoo.fr

F

M. Damiano BELEFFI, Représentant Permanent Adjoint de Saint-Marin auprès du Conseil de
l’Europe, 10 rue Ste Odile, F-67000 STRASBOURG
Tel. +33 (0)3 88 36 09 44
Fax: +33 (0)3 88 25 17 25 E-mail: rp.sanmarino@wanadoo.fr

F

SLOVENIA / SLOVENIE
Mrs Jelka PIRKOVIČ, Vice-Chair of the Conference of Contracting and Signatory States to the
European Landscape Convention, Vice-Chair of the Cultural Heritage Steering Committee (CDPAT),
Under-Secretary of State, Ministry of Culture, Cankarjeva 5, SI-1000 LJUBLJANA
Tel. +386 1 252 2870
Fax: +386 1 426 6547
E-mail: jelka.pirkovic@gov.si
E
Mrs Margarita JANČIC, Chair of the Committee of Senior Officials of the European Conference of
Ministers responsible for Regional Planning (CSO-CEMAT), Adviser to the Government, National
Office for Spatial Planning, Ministry of Environment, Spatial Planning and Energy, Dunajska Cesta
48, SLO-1000 LJUBLJANA
Tel +386 1 478 7018
Fax +386 1 478 7010
E-mail: margarita.jancic@gov.si
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Mrs Blanka BARTOL, Ministry of the Environment, Spatial Planning and Energy, National Office for
Spatial Planning, Dunajska 21, P.O. Box 653, 1001 LJUBLJANA
Tel. +386 1 478 7054
Fax: +386 1 478 7010
E-mail: blanka.bartol@gov.si
Apologised for absence / Excusée

E

SPAIN / ESPAGNE
Mme Georgina ALVAREZ JIMENEZ, Jefe de Servicio de Análisis Territorial, Dirección General de
Conservación de la Naturaleza, Ministerio de Medio Ambiente, c/Gran Via de San Francisco 4,
E-28071 MADRID
Tel. +34 91 5975487
Fax: +34 91 5975587/5564 E-mail: galvarez@dgen.mma.es
F
Mme Carmen AÑON FELIU, ICOMOS, Puerto Santa Maria 49, E-28043 MADRID
Tel. +34 91 388 39 57
Fax: +34 91 300 34 27
E-mail: citerea@arrakis.es

F

SWEDEN / SUEDE
Mr Ebbe ADOLFSSON, Principal Administrative Officer, Swedish Environmental Protection Agency,
SE-106 48 STOCKHOLM
Tel. +46 8 698 1349
Fax: +46 8 698 1253
E-mail: ebbe.adolfsson@naturvardsverket.se
E
Ms Helene NILSSON, Head of Section, Division for Cultural Heritage, Ministry of Culture,
S-103 33 STOCKHOLM
Tel. +46 8 4053818
Fax: +46 8 4052321
E-mail: helene.nilsson@culture.ministry.se
E
Absent / Absent
SWITZERLAND / SUISSE
M. Enrico BUERGI, Président de la Conférence des États contractants et signataires de la
Convention européenne du paysage, Chef de la division Paysage, Office fédéral de l’environnement,
des forêts et du paysage, CH-3003 BERNE
Tel. +41 31 322 80 84
Fax: +41 31 324 75 79
E-mail: enrico.buergi@buwal.admin.ch
F
M. Raymond-Pierre LEBEAU, Vice-Président de la Conférence des États contractants et signataires
de la Convention européenne du paysage, Président du Comité pour les activités du Conseil de
l’Europe en matière de diversité biologique et paysagère (CO-DBP), Nature et paysage, Office fédéral
de l’environnement, des forêts et du paysage (OFEFP), CH-3003 BERNE
Tel. +41 (31) 322 80 64
Fax: +41 (31) 324 75 79
E-mail: Raymond-Pierre.Lebeau@buwal.admin.ch
F
M. Andreas STALDER, Chef de la section Utilisation du paysage, Office fédéral de l’environnement,
des forêts et du paysage, CH-3003 BERNE
Tel. +41 31 322 93 75
Fax: +41 31 324 75 79 E-mail: Andreas.Stalder@buwal.admin.ch
F
TURKEY / TURQUIE
Ms Songül YILDIZ, Urban Planner (City Planner), Technical Staff at the Division of Combating
Desertification and Erosion within the Department of Plant Protection and Combating Erosion,
Ministry of Environment, Cevre Bakanligi, A Block, 3rd Floor, Room No:6, Eskisehir Yolu 8. km,
Bilkent, ANKARA
Tel.+90 312 287 99 63/2406 Fax:+90 312 286 22 71
E-mail: songulstar@hotmail.com
E
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III - OBSERVERS / OBSERVATEURS
1. STATES / ETATS
ALBANIA / ALBANIE
Mr Zamir DEDEJ, Director of Nature Resources and Biodiversity Management and Biodiversity,
Ministry of Environment, Rr. Durresit, Nr. 27, TIRANA
Tel +355 4 270 624
Fax +355 (4) 270 624/627 E-mail zamir@cep.tirana.al
E
Apologised for absence / Excusé
ANDORRA / ANDORRE
Mme Patricia QUILLACQ, Ministeri d'Agricultura i Medi Ambient, Edif. Administratiu de Govern, c/
Prat de la Creu 62/64, Andorra la Vella, PRINCIPAUTE D'ANDORRE
Tel: 00 376 875707
Fax: 00 376 869833
E-mail: patriciaquillacq@hotmail.com
F
ARMENIA / ARMENIE
Mrs Ruzan ALAVERDYAN, Deputy Minister of Urban Development, 3 Government House,
Republic Square, YEREVAN 375010
Tel. +3741 524337
Fax +3741 523200
E-mail: urban@infocom.am

E

Mr Nune DARBINYAN, Head, Department of International Co-operation, Ministry of Nature
Protection, 35 Moskovyan Street, YEREVAN 375002 – REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA
Tel. +3741 53 18 61/52 10 99 Fax: +3741 53 18 61/53
E-mail: interdpt@rambler.ru
E
Absent
AUSTRIA / AUTRICHE
Dr Arthur SPIEGLER, Official mission of the Austrian Federal Ministry of Culture,
Pötzleinsdorferstrasse 34, A-1180 WIEN
Tel. +43 1 479 78 35
Fax: +43 1 479 78 35
E-mail: office@oekl.at/a.spiegler@aon.at
E
Absent
M. Mag. Günther NOWOTNY, Amt der Salzburger Landesregierung, A-5010 SALZBURG
Tel. +43 662 8042/5521 Fax: +43 662 8042/5505E-mail: guenther.nowotny@salzburg.gv.at
Absent
AZERBAIJAN/AZERBAÏDJAN
Mr Fuad GULIYEV, Adjoint au Représentant Permanent, 2 rue Westercamp,
F-67000 STRASBOURG
Tel. +33 (0)3 90 22 20 90
Fax: +33 (0)3 90 22 20 99 E-mail: azrepcoe@wanadoo.fr
Mr Huseynov Yashar SHAMIL OGLU, Deputy Head of Cultural Policy, Department of the Ministry
of Culture of the Republic of Azerbaijan, Ministry of Culture, 370016 BAKU, House of Government,
Room # 412
Tel. +994 12 93 02 33
Fax: +994 12 93 56 05
E-mail: moc@mednet.az / yhuseynov@hotmail.com
Absent
BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA / BOSNIE-HERZEGOVINE
Mr Boris MARKOVIĆ, Expert, Institute for Urbanism of Republika Srpska, Save Mrkaga 16,
BANJA LUKA
Tel. +387 51 242 262/216/614
Fax: +387 51 216 557
E-mail: bmarkovic@iu-rs.com
u2bl@inecco.net
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Mme Vesna KARÂČIĆ, Assistant Minister, Federal Ministry of Physical Planning and Environment,
Mitita 9A, SARAJEVO
Tel. +387 33 218 512
Fax +387 33 663 699
E-mail: mprostor@bih.net.ba
public@bih.net.ba
E
ESTONIA / ESTONIE
Mrs Esther PIHL, Advisor, International Relations Department, Ministry of Environment,
Toompuiestee 24, EE-15172 TALLINN
Tel. +372 6262 848
E-mail: ester.pihl@ekm.envir.ee
E
Apologised for absence / Excusée
GEORGIA / GEORGIE
Mrs Irina LOMASHVILI, Head of Division of International Relations, Ministry of Environment,
68a Kostava Str., 380015 TBILISI
E-mail: gmep@access.sanet.ge
E
Apologised for absence / Excusée
Mme Maka TSERETELI, Advisor to the Minister, Department of Environmental Policy, Ministry of
Environment, 68a Kostava Str., 380015 TBILISI
Tel. +995 3233 4082
Fax: + 995 3233 3952
E-mail: gmep@access.sanet.ge
Apologised for absence / Excusée

E

GERMANY / ALLEMAGNE
Dr Andreas J. WULF, Bezirksregierung Arnsberg, Seibertzstr. 1, D-59817 ARNSBERG
Tel. +49 2931 822695
Fax: +49 2931 822529
E-mail: andreas.wulf@bezreg-arnsberg.nrw.de

E

Dr Michael VON WEBSKY, Deputy General Director, Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature
Conservation and Nuclear Safety, Postfach 120629, D-53048 BONN
Tel. +49 1888 305 2605
Fax: +49 1888 305 2697 E-mail: michael.websky@bmu.bund.de E/F
Apologised for absence / Excusé
HOLY SEE / SAINT-SIEGE
M. Jean-Pierre RIBAUT, 27 rue Rabié, F-33250 PAUILLAC
Tel. +33 (0)5 56 59 13 64
Fax: +33 (0)5 56 59 68 80
E-mail: Jeanpierreribau@wanadoo.fr
Apologised for absence / Excusé

F

HUNGARY / HONGRIE
Mr Zoltán SZILASSY, Deputy Head of Department in the Ministry of Environment and Water, Nature
Conservation Programme Office, Islcola u.8, H-1011 BUDAPEST
Tel. +36 1355 1045
Fax +36 1 355 10 45
E-mail: szilassy@mail.ktm.hu

E

Mr Károly MISLEY, Senior Adviser, Office of the Prime Minister, Kossuth L. tèr 11, H-1055 BUDAPEST
Tel. +36 1 441 71 80
Fax +36 1 441 71 82
E-mail: zobekazob@axelero.hu
karoly.misley@meh.hu

E

Ms. Annamária GERZÁNICS, Deputy Head of the Department for Spatial Planning, Ministry for
Agriculture and Regional Development, Kossuth L. tèr 11, H-1053 BUDAPEST
Tel. +36 1 441 71 80
Fax +36 1 441 71 82
E-mail annamaria.gerzanics@meh.hu
E
Mr Mihály NAGY, Director General, Ministry of Cultural Heritage, Wesselényi utca 20-22,
H-1077 BUDAPEST
Tel. +361 4847329
Fax: +361 4847118
E-mail: mihaly.nagy@nkom.gov.hu
E
Apologised for absence / Excusé
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Mrs Gabriella SZABÓ-PAP, Senior Chief Counsellor, Ministry of Cultural Heritage, Wesselényi
utca 20 22, H-1077 BUDAPEST
Tel. +36 1 484 73 29
Fax: +36 1 484 71 18
E-mail: gabriella.szabopap@nkom.gov.hu
E
Apologised for absence / Excusée
ICELAND / ISLANDE
LATVIA / LETTONIE
Mrs Gunta LUKSTINA, Director of Spatial Planning Department, Regional Policy and Planning
Directorate, Ministry of Finance, 1 Smilšu iela, LV-1919 RIGA
Tel. +371 7770417
Fax: +371 7507280
E-mail: gunta.lukstina@rppp.gov.lv
E
Apologised for absence / Excusée
LIECHTENSTEIN
THE NETHERLANDS / PAYS-BAS
Drs Jan-Willem SNEEP, Deputy Head of International Affairs, Ministry of Agriculture, Nature
Management and Fisheries, Department of Agriculture, Division International Affairs, P.O.Box
20401, NL-2500 EK THE HAGUE
Tel. +31 70 3785255
Fax: +31 70 3786146
E-mail: j.w.sneep@n.agro.nl
E
Apologised for absence / Excusé
Mr Ben VAN DER VEER, Senior Executive Officer, Division of Policy Development, Directorate for
nature Management, Ministry of Agriculture, Nature Management and Fisheries, P.O. Box 20401,
NL-2500 EK THE HAGUE
Tel. +31 703785235
E-mail: B.H.J.van.der.Veer@N.Agro.NL
E
Absent
RUSSIAN FEDERATION / FEDERATION DE RUSSIE
M. Oleg TERENTIEV, Adjoint au Représentant Permanent de la Fédération de Russie, 75 allée de la
Robertsau, F-67000 STRASBOURG
Tel. +33 (0)3 88 242015
Fax: +33 (0)3 88 241974
E-mail: representationpermderussie@wanadoo.fr
E
Mrs Lioubov STEPANOVA, Deputy Director of Division, Department of International Environmental Cooperation, B Gruzinskaya Str 4/6, 13812 MOSCOU
Tel. +7 095 254 5800
Fax: +7 095 254 8283
E-mail: stela@mnr.gov.ru
Absent / Absente
Mr Alexander RABOTKEVICH, Head of the Department for the preservation of historical and
cultural monuments, Ministry of Culture, 7 Kitaïgorodsky proezd, RU - 103 693 MOSCOU
Tél +7 095 923 93 51
Fax 007 095 928 49 25
E-mail: dkarabot@cityline.ru
Absent

E

E

SLOVAK REPUBLIC / SLOVAQUIE
“THE FORMER YUGOSLAV REPUBLIC OF MACEDONIA” / "L’EX-REPUBLIQUE
YOUGOSLAVE DE MACEDOINE"
Mrs Valentina CAVDAROVA, M. Sc. Arch., Advisor, Ministry of Environment and Physical
Planning, Department of the Nature Heritage Protection, Drezdenska 52, 1000 SKOPJE
Tel. +389 2 366 930 ext 153 Fax +389 2 366 931
E-mail: valetc@mail.net.mk/V.cavdarova@moepp.gov.mk
E
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Ms. Dragana CURCIOSKA, Head of the Legislative Department, Ministry of Culture, Ilindenska bb,
1000 SKOPJE
Tel. +389 2128042
Fax: +389 2124233
E-mail: bprentoska@softhome.net
E
Absent / Absente
UKRAINE
Mrs Nina TUDEL, Head of the Division of Biodiversity, Ministry of the Environment and Natural
Resources, 5 Khreschatyk, 01601 KYIV
Tel./Fax: +380 44 228 2067
E-mail: movchan@menr.gov.ua
E
UNITED KINGDOM / ROYAUME-UNI
Mr Jon TOMLINSON, Director, The Countryside Agency, John Dower House, Crescent Place,
CHELTENHAM, GB-Gloucestershire GL50 3RA
Tel. +44 1242 533235
Fax: +44 1242 533290
E-mail: jon.tomlinson@countryside.gov.uk

E

Mr Graham FAIRCLOUGH, Head of Historic Environment and Landscape Characterisation, English
Heritage, 23 Savile Row, UK-LONDON W1S 2ET
Tel. +44 207 973 3124 Fax: +44 207 973 3001 E-mail: graham.fairclough@english-heritage.org.uk

E

Mr Stephen HARRISON, Director, Manx National Heritage, DOUGLAS, Isle of Man IM1 3LY,
British Isles
Tel. +44 (0) 1624 648000 Fax: +44 (0) 1624 648001 E-mail: Stephen.Harrison@mnh.gov.im

E

Mr David EAGAR, MLI, FRTPI, Senior Landscape Policy Officer & Manager LANDMAP
Wales/Swyddog Uwch Polisi Tirwedd & Rheolwr LANDMAP Cymru, Countryside Council for
Wales, Maes-y-Ffynnon, Penrhosgarnedd, GB-BANGOR LL57 2DN
Tel +44 1248 385661
Fax; +44 1248 385510
E-mail: d.eagar@ccw.gov.uk

E

Mr Paul DRURY, Chair of the Cultural Heritage Steering Committee (CDPAT), 23 Spencer Road,
Strawberry Hill, GB-TWICKENHAM TW2 5TZ
Tel. +44 20 88 94 47 11
Fax: +44 20 88 94 46 99
E-mail: pdrury@ftech.co.uk
Apologised for absence / Excusé
MONACO
Mr Patrick VAN KLAVEREN, Conseiller technique du Ministre Plénipotentiaire chargé de la
Coopération Internationale pour l’Environnement et le Développement, Villa Girasole, 16 boulevard
de Suisse, 98000 MONACO
Tel. +377 93 158 148
Fax: +377 93 509 591
E-mail: pvanklaveren@gouv.mc
F
Absent
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA / ETATS UNIS D’AMERIQUE
Mr Michael P. TIERNAN, Political Officer, Embassy of the United States of America, Consulate
General of the United States of America, 15, avenue d’Alsace, F-67082 STRASBOURG CEDEX
Tel. +33 (0)3 88 35 31 04 Fax: +33 (0)3 88 24 06 95
E
Absent
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2. INTERNATIONAL ORGANISATIONS / ORGANISATIONS INTERNATIONALES
COUNCIL OF EUROPE / CONSEIL DE L’EUROPE
- COMMITTEE OF MINISTERS / COMITE DES MINISTRES
M. Gilles CHOURAQUI, Ambassadeur, Représentant Permanent de la France auprès du Conseil de
l’Europe, Président du Groupe de rapporteurs sur l’Éducation, la Culture, le Sport, la Jeunesse et
l’Environnement (GR-C) auprès du Comité des Ministres du Conseil de l’Europe, 40 rue de Verdun,
F-67000 STRASBOURG
Tel. +33 388453400
Fax: +33 388453448
E-mail: rp-France-ce@diplomatie.gouv.fr

F

M. Martial ADAM, Adjoint au Représentant Permanent de la France auprès du Conseil de l’Europe,
40 rue de Verdun, F-67000 STRASBOURG
Tel. +33 (0)3 88 45 34 04
E-mail: rp-France-ce@diplomatie.gouv.fr

F

- PARLIAMENTARY ASSEMBLY OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE / ASSEMBLEE
PARLEMENTAIRE DU CONSEIL DE L’EUROPE
M. Valeriy SUDARENKOV, Representative of the Committee on the Environment, Agriculture,
Local and Regional Affairs of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Member of the
Federal Council, Federal Council, B. Dmitrovka 26, 103426 MOSCOW, Russian Federation

E

M. Dmitri PISKAREV, Secrétaire de la Délégation russe auprès de l'Assemblée Parlementaire du
Conseil de l’Europe

E

- CONGRESS OF LOCAL AND REGIONAL AUTHORITIES OF EUROPE (CLRAE) /
CONGRÈS DES POUVOIRS LOCAUX ET RÉGIONAUX DE L’EUROPE (CPLRE)
Mr Keith WHITMORE – Chair of the Committee on Sustainable Development – Congress of Local and
Regional Authorities of Europe, Council of Europe (CLRAE), 28 Scarisbrick Road, Levenshulme,
UK -MANCHESTER M19 ZBS
Tel. +44 1612246186
Fax +44 1612343296 E-mail: cllr.k.whitmore@notes.manchester.gov.uk

E

M. Juan Carlos MORENO MORENO, Director General de Politica Ambiental del Gobierno de
Canarias, Consejeria de Politica Territorial y Medio Ambiente, Edif. Usos Multiples II, C/ Profesor
Agustin Millares Carlo 18, 4a, E-35071 LAS PALMAS DE GRAN CANARIA
Tel. +34 928 306403
Fax +34 928 306475
E-mail: juancarlos.morenomoreno@gobiernodecanarias.org
M. José Miguel ALONSO FERNÁNDEZ-ACEYTUNO, Architecte, Director of the PRAC Cabinet,
Numancia 3, E-35010 LAS PALMAS DE GRAN CANARIA
Tel/Fax +34 928 263642
E-mail: jmaceytuno@arquired.es
M. Giuseppe TARALLO, Président, Parco nazionale del Cilento e del Vallo di Diano, Via
F. Palumbo 18, I-84078 VALLO DELLA LUCANIA (Sa)
Fax: +39 0974 7199217
E-mail: ente@pncvd.it
M. Gino MAROTTA, Président de la Communauté du Parc, Parco nazionale del Cilento e del Vallo di
Diano, Via F. Palumbo 18, I-84078 VALLO DELLA LUCANIA (Sa)
E-mail: ente@pncvd.it
M. Marco DI LELLO, Assessore Regionale ai Beni Culturali e Paesaggistici, Regione Campania,
NAPOLI
E-mail: ente@pncvd.it
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M. Domenico NICOLETTI, Directeur, Parco nazionale del Cilento e del Vallo di Diano, Via
F. Palumbo 18, I-84078 VALLO DELLA LUCANIA (Sa)
E-mail: ente@pncvd.it
M. Roberto GAMBINO, Coordonnateur, Observatoire sur l’application de la Convention européenne
du paysage, Parco nazionale del Cilento e del Vallo di Diano, Via F. Palumbo 18, I-84078 VALLO
DELLA LUCANIA (Sa)
Tel. +39 011 5647484.56
Fax +39 011 5647499
E-mail: gambino@archi.polito.it
Mr Giuseppe ANZANI, Via Crispi 14, I-84043 AGROPOLI
Tel./Fax +39 0974 821066
E-mail: pinoan@oneonline.it
Mme Federica THOMASSET, Architecte, Parco nazionale del Cilento e del Vallo di Diano, Via
F. Palumbo 18, I-84078 VALLO DELLA LUCANIA (Sa)
E-mail: ente@pncvd.it
Mme Julie LE FOL, Parco nazionale del Cilento e del Vallo di Diano, Via F. Palumbo 18,
I-84078 VALLO DELLA LUCANIA (Sa)
E-mail: jlefol@pncvd.it
Mr Xavier MARTĺ, Cap de Servei, Area de Programacio Sectorial, Direccio General de Planificacio
Ambiental, Departament de Medi Ambient de la Generalitat de Catalunya, Avd. Diagonal 523-525,
E-08029 BARCELONA
Tel. +34 93 4445062
Fax: +34
E-mail: wxmarti@correu.gencat.es
Apologised for absence / Excusé
M. Francesc ALAVEDRA, Co-ordinator, Secretary of Spatial Planning, Department of Spatial Politics
and Works Publishes, Generalitat of Catalonia, Av. Josep Tarradellas 2-6, 3 Floor,
E-08029 BARCELONA
Tel. + 34 93 495 8151
Fax +3493 495 8000
E-mail: falavedra@correu.gencat.es
Apologised for absence / Excusé

E

F

- COMMITTEE FOR THE ACTIVITIES OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE IN THE FIELD
OF BIOLOGICAL AND LANDSCAPE DIVERSITY (CO-DBP) / COMITÉ POUR LES
ACTIVITÉS DU CONSEIL DE L’EUROPE EN MATIÈRE DE DIVERSITÉ BIOLOGIQUE
ET PAYSAGÈRE (CO-DBP)
M. Raymond-Pierre LEBEAU, Vice-Président de la Conférence des États contractants et signataires
de la Convention européenne du paysage, Président du Comité pour les activités du Conseil de
l’Europe en matière de diversité biologique et paysagère (CO-DBP), Nature et paysage, Office fédéral
de l’environnement, des forêts et du paysage (OFEFP), CH-3003 BERNE
Tel. +41 (31) 322 80 64
Fax: +41 (31) 324 75 79
E-mail: Raymond-Pierre.Lebeau@buwal.admin.ch
F
ECONOMIC UNION BENELUX / UNION ECONOMIQUE BENELUX
M. Marc NAESSENS, Administrateur à la division REG, Rue de la Régence 39,
B - 1000 BRUXELLES
Tel.: +32 2 519 38 17
E-mail: M.Naessens@BENELUX.be
EUROPEAN COMMISSION / COMMISSION EUROPEENNE
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INTERNATIONAL CENTRE FOR THE STUDY OF THE PRESERVATION AND
RESTORATION OF CULTURAL PROPERTY / CENTRE INTERNATIONAL D’ETUDES
POUR LA CONSERVATION ET LA RESTAURATION DES BIENS CULTURELS
(ICCROM)
Mr Nicholas STANLEY-PRICE, Directeur general, ICCROM, Via di San Michele, 13,
I-00153 ROME
Tel. +39 06585531
Fax: +39 0658553349
F
OECD / OCDE
UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL ORGANIZATION /
ORGANISATION DES NATIONS UNIES POUR L’EDUCATION, LA SCIENCE ET LA
CULTURE (UNESCO)
M. Francesco BANDARIN, Directeur, Centre du patrimoine mondial de l’UNESCO, 7 place de
Fontenoy, F-75732 PARIS Cedex 15
Tel. +33 (0)1 45 68 15 71 Fax: +33 (0)1 45 68 55 70
E-mail: f.bandarin@unesco.org
F
Apologised for absence / Excusé
Mme Mechtild RÖSSLER, Centre du patrimoine mondial de l’UNESCO, 7 place de Fontenoy,
F-75732 PARIS Cedex 15
Apologised for absence / Excusée
UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT PROGRAMME (UNEP) – MEDITERRANEAN
ACTION
PLAN
(MAP)
/
PROGRAMME
DES
NATIONS
UNIES
POUR
L’ENVIRONNEMENT (PNUE) – PLAN D’ACTION POUR LA MÉDITERRANNEE (PAM)
Lucien CHABASON, Coordonnateur, PNUE/PAM, 48 Vas. Konstantinou, P.O. Box 18019,
GR-11610 ATHÈNES
Tel. +30 210 72731 23/00 Fax: +30 210 725319 6/7
E-mail: chabason@unepmap.gr
chabason@hotmail.com
F
Apologised for absence / Excusé
Mr Humberto DA CRUZ, Administrateur du Programme, UNEP/Mediterranean Action Plan,
48 Vassileos Konstantinou Avenue, GR-11610 ATHÈNES
Tel. +30 1 7273 115
Fax: +30 1 7253 196 or 197
E-mail: dacruz@unepmap.gr
ine@unepmap.gr
E
Apologised for absence / Excusé
EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK / BANQUE EUROPÉENNE D’INVESTISSEMENT
Mrs Shona ATKINSON, Environment Unit, European Investment Bank, 100 boulevard Konrad
Adenauer, L-2950 LUXEMBOURG
Tel +352 4379 3429
Fax (+352) 4379 3492
E-mail: atkinson@eib.org
E
Apologised for absence / Excusée
3. NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANISATIONS /
ORGANISATIONS NON GOUVERNEMENTALES
3.1. INTERNATIONAL / INTERNATIONALES
IUCN / UICN
WWF
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL ON MONUMENTS AND
INTERNATIONAL DES MONUMENTS ET DES SITES (ICOMOS)
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EUROPAE ARCHAEOLOGIAE CONSILIUM (EAC)
Dr Adrian OLIVIER, Head of Archaelogical Policy, English Heritage, Room 240A, 23 Savile Row,
UK-LONDON WIX 1AB
Tel. +44 20 7973 3147 Fax: +44 20 7973 3330 E-mail: Adrian.Olivier@english-heritage.org.uk E
EUROPEAN COUNCIL FOR ENVIRONMENT LAW / CONSEIL EUROPEEN POUR LE
DROIT DE L’ENVIRONNEMENT (CEDE)
Mr Alexandre KISS, 29 rue du Conseil des Quinze, F-67000 STRASBOURG
Tel. +33 (0) 3 88 61 36 39 Fax: +33 (0) 3 88 61 36 39
E-mail: achkiss@aol.com
F
Absent
EUROPEAN CENTRE FOR NATURE CONSERVATION / CENTRE EUROPEEN DE LA
CONSERVATION DE LA NATURE (ECNC)
Mrs Tatiana DAMARAD, Project Co-ordinator, ECNC, Reitseplein 3, PO Box 90154,
NL-5000 LG TILBURG
Tel. +31 13 594 49 44
Fax: +31 13 594 49 45
E-mail: damarad@ecnc.nl
E
EUROPEAN COUNCIL OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE SCHOOLS / CONSEIL
EUROPÉEN DES ÉCOLES D’ARCHITECTURE DU PAYSAGE (ECLAS)
Mme Ingrid SARLÖV HERLIN, Department of Landscape Planning, Swedish University of
Agricultural Sciences, P.O. Box 58, S-230 53 ALNARP
Tel. +46 40 41 54 07/Mobile tel +46 70 71 94 195
Fax . +46 40 46 54 42
E-mail: Ingrid.Sarlov-Herlin@lpal.slu.se
E
Mr Diedrich BRUNS, Fachbereich 13, Universität Kassel, D-34127 KASSEL
E-mail: schulzea@uni-kassel.de / dbruns@hrz.uni-kassel.de

E

Mr Richard STILES, ECLAS President, European Council of Landscape Architecture Schools
(ECLAS), c/o Institut für Landschaftsplanung und Gartenkunst, Technische Universität Wien,
A-1040 WIEN
Tel. +43 1 58801 261 10 Fax: +43 1 58801 261 99
E-mail: Richard.stiles@tuwien.ac.at
E
Apologised for absence / Excusé
Mr Ian JØRGENSEN, Associate Professor, Landscape communication, The Royal Veterinary and
Agricultural University, Rolighedsvej 23, DK-1958 FREDERIKSBERG C
Tel. +45 3528 2204
Fax: +45 3528 2205
E-mail: iajo@kvl.dk
E
Absent
EUROPEAN COUNCIL FOR THE VILLAGE AND SMALL TOWN / CONSEIL EUROPÉEN
POUR LE VILLAGE ET LA PETITE VILLE (ECOVAST)
Dr Arthur SPIEGLER, ECOVAST, Pötzleinsdorferstrasse 34, A-1180 WIEN
Tel. +43 1 479 78 35
Fax: +43 1 479 78 35
E-mail: office@oekl.at/a.spiegler@aon.at
E
Absent
EUROPEAN FOUNDATION FOR LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE (EFLA) / FONDATION
EUROPÉENNE POUR L’ARCHITECTURE DU PAYSAGE (EFLA)
M. Antonio SOPESENS MAINAR, Vice-Président d’EFLA et Président du Comité de la Pratique
Professionnelle de l'EFLA, Albarracin 6, E-50173 NUEZ DE EBRO (ZARAGOZA)
Tel. + 34 976102277
Fax: +34 976102415
E-mail: asopesens@jazzfree.com
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EUROPEAN PALAEONTOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION /ASSOCIATION
PALÉONTOLOGIQUE EUROPÉENNE
M. Jean-Claude GALL, EOST, Professeur de Géologie, Université Louis Pasteur, 1 rue Blessig,
F-67084 STRASBOURG CEDEX
Tel./Fax: +33 (0)3 90 24 04 27
E-mail: jcgall@illite.u-strasbg.fr

F

EUROPEAN PATHWAYS TO CULTURAL LANDSCAPES (EPCL)
Mr Gerhard ERMISCHER, Chair, Archaeological Spessart-Project / European Pathways to Cultural
Landscapes, Museen der Stadt Aschaffenburg, Schlossplatz 4, D-63739 ASCHAFFENBURG
Tel. +49 6021 38674-11 Fax: +49 6021 38674-30 E-mail: Gerhard.ermischer@aschaffenburg.de

E

Mr Harald ROSMANITZ, Project Manager, European Co-ordination Office, Pathways to Cultural
Landscapes, Schlossplatz 5, D-97816 LOHR AM MAIN
Tel +49 9352 600 705
Fax: +49 9352 702 95
E-mail: rosmanitz@pcl-eu.de /info@pcl-eu.de

E

RURALITY-ENVIRONMENT-DEVELOPMENT / CENTRE EUROPÉEN D’INTÉRET
RURAL ET ENVIRONNEMENTAL (CEIRE)
Mr Patrice COLLIGNON, Directeur de l’Association internationale Ruralité-EnvironnementDéveloppement, Centre Européen d’Intérêt Rural et Environnemental (CEIRE), Rue des Potiers 304,
B-6717 ATTERT
Tel. +32 63 230490
Fax: +32 63 230499
E-mail: red@skynet.be
F
PETRARCA
Mr Jan Diek VAN MANSVELT, Co-ordinator, PETRARCA, Louis Bolk Institute, Hoofdstraat 24,
NL-3972 DRIEBERGEN
Tel. +31 317 425 492
E-mail: jdmans@wish.nl
E
EUROPEAN FOUNDATION IL NIBBIO / FONDATION EUROPÉENNE IL NIBBIO (FEIN)
Mr Massimo MARRACCI, FEIN Consultant, Via S. Antonio 11, I-20122 MILANO
Tel. +39 02 583 03974 Fax: +39 031762162
E-mail: fein@nibbio.org or info@studiobana.it
Mrs Paola MAGNANI, FEIN Wildlife Technician, Via S. Antonio 11, I-20122 MILANO
Tel. +39 02 583 03974 Fax: +39 031762162
E-mail: fein@nibbio.org or info@studiobana.it
Apologised for absence / Excusé

E

E

3.2. NATIONAL / NATIONALES
SOCIÉTÉ FRANÇAISE POUR LE DROIT DE L’ENVIRONNEMENT (SFDE)
M.
Jérôme
FROMAGEAU,
Faculté
Jean
Monnet,
54
boulevard
Desgranges,
F-92331 SCEAUX CEDEX
Tel. +33 140911725
Fax: +33 140911803
E-mail: jerome.fromageau@jm.u-psud.fr
F
Absent
M. Michel DUROUSSEAU, Directeur du Conservatoire des Sites Alsaciens, Écomusée,
F-68190 UNGERSHEIM
Tel. +33 389833420
Fax: +33 389833421
E-mail: Durousseau-Famil@wanadoo.fr
F
Absent
LEGAMBIENTE
M. Domenico STURABOTTI, Chargé des Paysages, Direzione Nazionale, Ufficio Aree Protette e
Territorio, Via Salaria 403, I-00199 ROMA
Tel +39 06 86268361
Fax: +39 06 86268397
E-mail: legambiente.domenico@tiscali.it
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NATIONAL COMMITTEE INTERNATIONAL YEAR OF MOUNTAINS 2002 / COMITÉ
NATIONAL ANNÉE INTERNATIONALE DE LA MONTAGNE 2002
Mr Michael JAKOB, IAUG, Université de Genève, Site le Batelle, 7 route de Drize,
CH-1227 CAROUGE
Tel. +39 035 3230511
Fax: +39 035 3230551
E-mail: michael.jakob@cuepe.unige.ch
E
ATELIER DEI PAESAGGI MEDITERRANEI
M. Giorgio PIZZIOLO, Coordonnateur de comité scientifique, Via Sismondi, Villa Sismondi,
I-51017 PESCIA (PT)
Tel. + 39 0572 490949/3383097046
Fax: +39 0572 499346
E-mail: pizziolo@unifi.it
F
Mme Rita MICARELLI, Membre de comité scientifique, Via Sismondi, Villa Sismondi,
I-51017 PESCIA (PT)
Tel. + 39 0572 490949/3383097046
Fax: +39 0572 499346
E-mail: dorialandi@tin.it; dorialandi@virgilio.it; rita.micarelli@ibero.it
F
LANDSCAPE ALLIANCE IRELAND
Ms Cathy BUCHANAN, UoneR Partnership Solutions, Court House Chambers, 27-29 Washington
Street, IRL-CORK
Tel. +353 21 427 37 47
Fax: +353 21 427 11 65 E-mail: cathy@uoner.ie
E
Mr Terry O'REGAN, Old Abbey Gardens, Waterfall, IRL-CORK
E-mail: asheoregan@eircom.net
Apologised for absence / Excusé

E

CENTRO STUDI PAN
Mr Felice SPINGOLA, Via Moscatello 17, I-87020 VERBICARO
Tel. +39 3387445745
Fax: +39 098560363
E-mail: felicespingola@tiscalinet.it
info@centrostudipan.it

F

COUNCIL OF EUROPE EXPERTS / EXPERTS DU CONSEIL DE L’EUROPE
M. Yves LUGINBÜHL, Directeur de recherches au CNRS, Université de Paris I, LADYSS,
191 rue Saint Jacques, F-75005 PARIS
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APPENDIX 2
OPENING SPEECH
by Mrs Maud de BOER-BUQUICCHIO,
Deputy Secretary General of the Council of Europe
Ladies and Gentlemen,
The preamble to the European Landscape Convention establishes the need to achieve sustainable
development based on a balanced and harmonious relationship between social needs, economic
activity and the environment.
This is precisely the policy position which the Council of Europe defended at the Earth Summit in
Johannesburg. Environmental protection, eradication of poverty and economic and social development
- including equality between women and men - are essential means of guaranteeing sustainable
development.
The European Landscape Convention is a response to environmental, social and economic concerns,
to which it adds a new aspect - the cultural dimension. The natural heritage and the cultural heritage
form an indivisible whole, giving birth to what can now be called the landscape heritage.
The landscape is indeed a balancing factor between the natural and the cultural heritage and a
reflection of Europe's identity and diversity. It is an essential component of individual and collective
well-being, whether in urban areas or the countryside, in degraded areas or those still of high quality,
in areas recognised as being of outstanding beauty or everyday areas.
This broad, integrated concept of the landscape is one of the advantages of this convention, which
follows on from and supplements three major legal instruments aimed at safeguarding the cultural and
the natural heritage:
- the Granada Convention for the protection of the architectural heritage,
- the Valetta Convention on the protection of the archaeological heritage,
- the Bern Convention on the conservation of European wildlife and natural habitats.
Lastly, the Landscape Convention, also known as the Florence Convention, constitutes a major
contribution to implementation of both the Pan-European Biological and Landscape Diversity Strategy
and the Guiding Principles for Sustainable Spatial Development of the European Continent, adopted at
the last Session of the CEMAT in Hanover in the year 2000.
You are already familiar with the Convention's background. So why am I insisting on it?
I do so in order to show to what extent the Florence Convention requires an integrated approach in
different policy areas and participation by all concerned in its implementation. I am pleased to note the
presence here today of representatives of the different sectors of the Council of Europe, of our
organisation's various committees and bodies, and of a whole range of governmental and nongovernmental delegations. Achieving such a cross-sectoral approach and bringing people together in a
multidisciplinary enterprise is one of the challenges posed by the Convention.
The entry into force and implementation of the Convention constitute important stages in the
development of the Council of Europe's cultural and natural heritage policy. Promoting its signature
and ratification is becoming a priority.
This priority task necessitates an action plan based on analysis of the difficulties which States may
encounter in signing or ratifying a legal instrument entailing co-ordination of so many sectors of
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activity. We need to work hand in hand with the relevant government departments in the States
concerned, to help them find solutions, to foster inter-ministerial dialogue and to make use of
examples of good practice. International co-ordination can and must play an important role here, and I
encourage you to make it another focus of your efforts.
As the preamble to the Convention points out, landscape protection, management and planning entail
rights and responsibilities for everyone. It is clear that we cannot achieve the objectives I have just set
out if we do not succeed in involving all the players concerned, in particular civil society. To that end,
we must develop partnerships, facilitate bilateral and multilateral exchanges of information - including
within our organisation - and strive for synergy and efficiency.
I do not want to conclude without mentioning that the Council of Europe is working on a European
Charter laying down general principles of environmental protection and sustainable development, with
the objective of better defining the new challenges facing our organisation further to the priorities set
at the Johannesburg summit. This charter combines the principles of the Landscape Convention with
the fundamental values of the Council of Europe, lending them full meaning.
By entrusting responsibility for monitoring the implementation of the Convention to both the
Committee for the activities of the Council of Europe in the field of biological and landscape diversity
and the Cultural Heritage Steering Committee, the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe
wished to guarantee the cross-sectoral nature, consistency and synergy of activities in this area.
The fact that the participants in this Conference are pooling their efforts is proof of the feasibility and
relevance of the cross-sectoral approach required by the Landscape Convention and made necessary
by social trends. I can but welcome this and thank you for the enthusiasm you bring to this
undertaking so dear to the Council of Europe and so close to the everyday lives of Europe's
800 million citizens.
Thank you for your attention.
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APPENDIX 3
OPENING SPEECH
by Mr Enrico BUERGI
Chairman of the Conference of Contracting and Signatory States
to the European Landscape Convention
Madam Deputy Secretary General, Mr Ambassador representing the Committee of Ministers'
Rapporteur Group on Education, Culture, Sport, Youth and the Environment, Mr representative of the
Parliamentary Assembly, Mr President of the Committee on Sustainable Development of the Congress
of Local and Regional Authorities of Europe, Ladies and Gentlemen government representatives and
representatives of international governmental and non-governmental organisations, Ladies and
Gentlemen,
It is a particular pleasure for me to be here with you today at this second Conference of Contracting
and Signatory States of the European Landscape Convention, and I thank you again for the trust you
showed in me last year when you elected me to chair the Conference.
Throughout this year we have sought to make progress with our goals of giving the theme of the
landscape the importance it deserves and encouraging States to sign and ratify the Convention as soon
as possible.
In this connection, I wish to thank the six countries who have paved the way for us by approving or
ratifying the Convention - Norway, Moldova, Ireland, Romania, Lithuania and Croatia. Many other
countries are currently implementing the usual domestic procedures necessary for the Convention's
ratification.
I also congratulate the Czech Republic, which is signing the Convention this very morning.
The European Landscape Convention has not yet entered into force, but the preparatory work is under
way. In accordance with Article 10 of the Convention and the decision taken by the Committee of
Ministers on 19 July 2000, this Conference has been convened by the two committees of experts
designated for that purpose: the Cultural Heritage Steering Committee (CDPAT) and the Committee
for the activities of the Council of Europe in the field of biological and landscape diversity (CO-DBP).
It is a great satisfaction for me to have at my side the Chair and the Vice-Chair of these two
committees: Mr Raymond Pierre LEBEAU, Chair of the CO-DBP, and Mrs Jelka PIRKOVIČ, ViceChair of the CDPAT, who are ex officio Vice-Chairs of the Conference of Contracting and Signatory
States to the European Landscape Convention.
Landscape is a multidisciplinary subject, and many countries are in fact gradually putting in place
structures capable of addressing this theme in all its dimensions, a development which must be taken
into account.
It is particularly desirable that, at the end of this Conference, the Council of Europe secretariat should
prepare a report setting out its results for the Committee of Ministers so as to keep it informed of the
outcome of our work and the progress being made with the procedures under way.
The purpose of this Conference is to bring together Contracting and Signatory States and States
invited to sign the Convention, with a view to promoting its entry into force.
The Conference should make it possible to promote the signature and/or ratification of the Convention
so that it can swiftly enter into force, discuss legal assistance for Signatory States and member States
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of the Council of Europe invited to sign the Convention, and pave the way for actual implementation
of the Convention after its entry into force.
I am extremely pleased to be able to announce that very positive progress is being made with
interaction between landscape policy and spatial planning, thanks to the constant efforts of the
CEMAT and the Council of Europe.
I wish you every success in your work and assure you of my full commitment to the European
Landscape Convention.
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APPENDIX 4
OPENING SPEECH
by Mr Gilles CHOURAQUI
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of France to the Council of Europe,
President of the Group of Rapporteurs on Education, Culture, Sport and Youth (GR-C)
to the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe
Ladies and Gentlemen,
I would first of all like to say how pleased I am to participate in this second Conference of Contracting
and Signatory States to the European Landscape Convention as the representative of the Group of
Rapporteurs on Education, Culture, Sport and Youth (GR-C) to the Council of Ministers of the
Council of Europe. I am also very pleased to see so many participants, representing the Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe, the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of Europe,
governments and international organisations, both governmental and non-governmental. I would like
to thank the Chair of the Conference, Mr Enrico BUERGI, and the Secretariat General of the Council
of Europe, for the important work they have achieved.
The European Landscape Convention, Florence Convention, has already been ratified by six Council
of Europe member States and will soon be ratified by many other States which are currently
completing the internal procedures necessary to this effect.
We are therefore very pleased with the good progress of the preparatory work to promote the rapid
entry into force of this instrument, which brings together landscape specialists working according to
an integrated and trans-disciplinary approach.
Culture, nature and regional planning are the three pillars on which consideration of the landscape
heritage should be based. We are therefore pleased to welcome the Chairs of the three existing
Committees on the subject within the Council of Europe: Mrs Jelka PIRKOVIČ, present here as ViceChair of the Conference and Vice-Chair of the Cultural Heritage Steering Committee (CDPAT),
Mr Raymond-Pierre LEBEAU, also present here as Vice-Chair of the Conference and Chair of the
Committee for the activities of the Council of Europe in the field of biological and landscape diversity
(CO-DBP) and Mrs Margarita JANCIC, present here in the delegation of Slovenia and as Chair of the
Committee of Senior Officials of the European Conference of Ministers responsible for Regional
Planning (CEMAT).
I would like to recall some of the innovative aspects of the European Landscape Convention.
1. The Convention lies within the scope of the Council of Europe’s work in the field of human rights,
natural and cultural heritage, regional planning and the environment.
In this respect, I would like to recall the importance of the other three Heritage conventions of the
Council of Europe, namely the Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural
Habitats (Bern, 19 September 1979), the Convention for the Protection of the Architectural Heritage of
Europe (Grenada, 3 October 1985) and the European Convention on the Protection of the
Archaeological Heritage (Revised) (Valetta, 16 January 1992).
The Pan-European Biological and Landscape Diversity Strategy approved in Sofia in 1995 by the
“Environment for Europe” Ministerial Conference, also promotes a better understanding of the natural
heritage on the scale of a greater Europe.
2. The European Landscape Convention fully integrates the concern for sustainable development
raised in 1992 during the United Nations Conference on Environment in Rio and reaffirmed last
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September during the United Nations Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg. It gives
landscape an essential place as a factor of equilibrium between a natural and cultural heritage, a
reflection of European identity and diversity.
It should be recognised that in addition to its intrinsic value, landscape is also an economic resource
which creates employment. Welcoming and high-quality landscapes favour the expansion of
sustainable tourism.
The Convention is therefore considered one of the first international conventions on sustainable
development.
3. The Convention also underlines the fact that landscape plays an important role as an element of the
environment and of the context of life of the people, in both urban and rural areas and for both
outstanding landscapes and everyday ones.
Due to this, the public is invited to play an active role in landscape management and planning, and
must feel responsible for its future. European populations now want the policies and instruments
which affect the land to take account of their wishes concerning the quality of their context of life.
They believe that this quality is based, among other things, on the feeling which comes from their
mainly visual perception of the environment which surrounds them, namely the landscape.
At the moment we are all effectively aware that the quality and diversity of many landscapes are
deteriorating due to many and varied factors and that this phenomenon is damaging the quality of our
daily life.
Landscape therefore becomes a political subject of general interest, because it contributes to the well
being of the citizens.
4. Landscape represents a precious heritage to be maintained and managed through effective
international co-operation. The quality and diversity of European landscapes constitute a common
resource for protection, and co-operation is needed for their management and planning. The
landscapes of Europe are certainly of local interest, but are also of value to the whole European
population. They are appreciated beyond the territory they cover and national borders. Furthermore,
certain landscapes have common characteristics across borders and transfrontier measures are
necessary.
I wish you every success in the work which will be carried out over the two days of the Conference
and which will encourage governments to very rapidly sign and ratify this essential instrument for the
benefit of current and future generations.
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APPENDIX 5
OPENING SPEECH
by Mr Valriy SUDARENKOV,
Vice-President of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
and member of the Committee on the Environment, Agriculture and Local and Regional Affairs
Mr Conference Chair,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
On behalf of the Chairman of the Committee on the Environment, Agriculture and Local and Regional
Affairs of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, I would like to thank you for your
invitation to participate in your Conference these two days. I am very glad to be here, notably in my
capacity as Rapporteur of a Parliamentary Assembly report on the “Conservation and use of the
landscape potential of Russia and of the whole of Europe”, which I am currently preparing. In this
respect, I will be following your discussions with greatest interest and hope to learn a lot on how the
inter-governmental sector approaches the issues related to the future protection, management and
planning of landscape all across Europe.
European landscapes form the basis of our living environment, which is an indispensable element in
every person’s quality of life. Exceptional and ordinary landscapes alike, they represent our common
European heritage and are a vital but fragile asset that we must pass on to future generations.
In our evolving society with constant pressure on resources and the cultural heritage, both being
integral parts of European landscapes, there is a growing need to apply innovative methods so as to
reconcile the often conflicting needs of our societies and to sustain landscape as an important resource.
The European Landscape Convention is certainly an excellent example of an innovative legal
instrument which has its clearly set place in the international legislation dealing with the principles of
sustainable development.
I would like to underline that the Parliamentary Assembly has saluted this initiative from its very
cradle. We have been actively involved in the process of initiating and developing the Convention
since 1994, when the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of Europe (CLRAE) set up an ad
hoc working group with a purpose to prepare a draft convention. We have continuously expressed our
full political support for this initiative, and repeatedly endorsed our views on the relevance of the
monitoring of the application of the Convention, which should be entrusted to existing
intergovernmental committees of the Council of Europe upon coming into effect.
However, we find it deplorable that - two years after Florence - the initiative has remained at a level of
a political declaration, with only five Signatory States having ratified the Convention to date.
And yet, landscape is the concern for all. The advances of production techniques and practices as well
as the more general global economic changes have in many cases led to degradation, debasement or
transformation of landscapes, which in turn is having an adverse effect on the quality of life of
European citizens. Also the decline in biodiversity indicates that limits must be set on human
intervention.
We earnestly believe in the Assembly that the landscape is a key element of individual and social well
being and that its protection, management and planning entail rights and responsibilities for everyone.
If people have a greater role in decision-making on their surroundings, they will be able to reinforce
local and regional identity and distinctiveness, which in turn will bring rewards in terms of individual,
social and cultural fulfillment. The latter may help to promote sustainable development, as the quality
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of landscape has an important bearing on the success of economic and social initiatives, whether
public or private.
While each citizen must contribute to preserving the quality of landscape, it is the responsibility for
the public authorities to define the general framework in which this quality can be secured. The
Landscape Convention would help adopt national and community landscape policies as well as
establish effective international co-operation in this field. It is a flexible mechanism which States can
apply according to their own specific needs.
I therefore take the opportunity and profit from the fact of having you as representatives of your
ministries and governments in this audience to pledge you to call upon your governments to show their
commitment to the future generations by ratifying the Convention.
On my own behalf, as a Russian parliamentarian, I will do everything in my capacity to see my own
country sign and ratify the Convention.
Since the birth of the idea of this Convention, many a beautiful word has been said about its
usefulness. However, political will alone would not suffice today to guarantee a balanced and mutually
reinforcing environmental, social and economic approach to sustainable development, or the
management and protection of our landscapes. What is needed is specific targets and concrete action
to be taken by the States, regions, local authorities and the civil society alike to implement the
provisions of the Convention and setting up a proper monitoring mechanism to hold the Contracting
Parties accountable for their commitment to the first international treaty which is wholly devoted to
the protection, sustainable management and enhancement of the European landscape.
Thank you for your attention.
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APPENDIX 6
OPENING SPEECH
by Mr Keith WHITMORE,
Chair of the Commission on Sustainable Development
of the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of the Council of Europe (CLRAE)
Ladies and Gentlemen,
As set forth by the European Landscape Convention, State authorities have the responsibility to
recognise landscape in law as a public interest. They are required to adopt general principles,
strategies and guidelines that permit the taking of specific measures aimed at the protection,
management and planning of the landscape dimension of the entire national territory.
These principles, strategies and guidelines should take the form of national landscape policies which,
on the basis of the subsidiarity principle, should be implemented at regional and local level.
In other words, landscape policies will have to be translated into specific measures which should be
adopted at the level closest to the citizen wherever possible.
With this in mind, the role of local and regional public authorities in the field of landscape is of a
paramount importance. However, the role of these authorities is not merely to implement decisions
taken at a higher level.
Landscape quality became one of the main preoccupations of local communities as landscape
represents the setting of people’s everyday lives. Landscape is recognised by local communities as a
key factor in the quality of local life and as an essential component of peoples’ identities and of their
cultural, social and economic development.
Local communities therefore attach a growing importance to their surroundings. These can no longer
be determined by a form of economic development that remains oblivious to the appearance of the
areas it affects: they must at last reflect the real aspirations of the people who inhabit them.
The quality of people’s surroundings depends, among other things, on the feelings they derive from
contemplating the landscape. People have come to realise that the quality and diversity of many
landscapes are dwindling under the impact of a wide range of factors and that this trend is adversely
affecting the quality of their daily lives.
This situation calls local and regional authorities to play an active role when implementing national
policies. The above authorities have the duty to inform and educate people on landscape values, to
encourage them to see and recognise “their” landscape, enjoy it and, through local consultation
procedures, take part in decision-making on how to protect it in reality.
Each local community must be asked by the competent local authorities to decide about its own
landscapes so that landscape throughout Europe can be protected according to its particular
significance.
The form and degree of protection decided by local and regional authorities will vary considerably
because it will have to allow for the type of landscape in question and for the citizens’ democratically
stated preferences. In this respect, one can conclude that landscape is really a matter for every citizen
and lends itself to democratic treatment, particularly in terms of local and regional democracy.
Apart from the limits imposed by national policies and laws, the only limitation to the decisionmaking of local and regional authorities refers to landscapes representing a national or European
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interest. In this case, the competent local and regional authorities have to respect the decisions already
taken at national or European level and cannot intervene on the landscape concerned without a specific
authorisation by the higher competent authorities.
In particular, regions, in their position of intermediary authorities between local and the State
authorities, should try to make the necessary co-ordination between national landscape policies and the
very different measures implemented by towns and cities at local level in the field of spatial planning.
Without this regional co-ordination, many local interests would conflict with the principles, strategies
and guidelines set forth by the State authorities at national level.
To facilitate such co-ordination, it is worth promoting and monitoring action to implement the
Convention in respect of parks and protected areas, disseminating the results and facilitating
comparison and critical discussion. The commitment of parks to protecting and assessing landscapes
necessitates major changes in the approaches and political and cultural attitudes that have traditionally
underpinned nature conservation policies, with a shift in focus from restrictive measures to proactive
projects.
This entails launching pilot projects, practical experiments and exemplary concrete initiatives such as
are already taking place in certain situations. The Congress was particularly pleased to lend its
political support to the initiative of the National Park of Cilento and Vallo di Diano, aimed at setting
up a genuine observatory on the implementation of the European Landscape Convention. The task of
the Observatory will be to draw up the relevant implementing instruments and applying them on an
experimental basis in agreement with the local authorities concerned.
Landscape has been the guiding principle behind the sustainable development policies which are part
of the main initiatives undertaken by the park, one of the largest and most inhabited in Europe
with 95 municipalities and 320,000 inhabitants. The recent approval by the 95 mayors of the Park
Community of the multi-annual economic and social plan and the park plan, both of which are
strongly geared towards landscape enhancement, has confirmed this commitment.
Let me conclude by welcoming the delegation of the Cilento and Vallo di Diano National Park, led by
its President, Mr Giuseppe TARALLO, and thanking him for accepting the invitation of the Congress
to present the Observatory project later this afternoon.
Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you for your attention.
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APPENDIX 7
PROGRAMME OF THE SECOND CONFERENCE
OF THE CONTRACTING AND SIGNATORY STATES
TO THE EUROPEAN LANDSCAPE CONVENTION
Introduction
The European Landscape Convention (Florence) has been signed by 25 States and ratified or
approved by six of them as of 28 November 2002.
In order to take into account all the practical questions related to its implementation, the second
Conference of the Contracting and Signatory States is being held on 28 and 29 November 2002
in Strasbourg.
Objective of the Conference
In the perspective of the Convention coming into force, the objective of the Conference is to bring
together the Contracting and Signatory States as well as the States invited to sign it.
The Conference will enable the:
–

promotion of the signature and / or ratification of the Convention so that it rapidly comes into
force;

–

discussion on legal assistance to the Signatory States and to the member States of the Council
of Europe invited to sign the Convention;

–

preparation of the implementation of the Convention after it comes into force.
*

*

*

THURSDAY 28 NOVEMBER 2002
9.00-9.30
9.30-9.40

Reception of the participants
Welcoming speech
by Mrs Maud de BOER-BUQUICCHIO, Deputy Secretary General of the Council of
Europe
by Mr Enrico BUERGI, Chair of the Conference of Contracting and Signatory States
to the European Landscape Convention

9.40-10.30

Opening Speeches

Mr Gilles CHOURAQUI, Chair of the Group of Rapporteurs on Education, Culture, Sport, Youth and
Environment (GR-C) to the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe
Mr Valriy SUDARENKOV, Representative of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
Mr Keith WHITMORE, Chair of the Commission on Sustainable Development of the Congress of
Local and Regional Authorities of the Council of Europe (CLRAE)
Statements by the governmental delegations1
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10.30-11.00

Break

11.00-11.15

Presentation and adoption of the Programme of the Conference
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 19 Final]
by Mr Enrico BUERGI, Conference Chair
Presentation of the activities by the Secretariat General of the Council of Europe

First Session: Preparatory work for the coming into force of the Convention
11.15-11.30
Theme 1:

Introduction to the Session by Mr Enrico BUERGI, Conference Chair
Landscape policies: contribution to the well-being of European citizens and to
sustainable development – social, economic, cultural and ecological aspects
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 20]
Chairmanship: Mr Enrico BUERGI

11.30-12.00

Presentation of the report
by Mr Jean-François SEGUIN, rapporteur (France) and Professor Michel PRIEUR,
Council of Europe expert

12.00-12.30

Discussion and conclusions

12.30-14.00

Lunch

Theme 2:

Landscape identification, assessment and quality objectives, using cultural and
natural resources
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 21]
Chairmanship: Mr Raymond-Pierre LEBEAU, Chair of the CO-DBP and Vice-Chair
of the Conference

14.00-14.30

Presentation of the report
by
Mrs
Elisabeth
HAVERAAEN,
rapporteur
Professor Yves LUGINBÜHL, Council of Europe expert

(Norway)

and

14.30-15.00

Discussion and conclusions

15.00-15.30

Break

Theme 3:

Awareness-raising, training and education
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 22]
Chairmanship: Mrs Jelka PIRKOVIČ, Vice-Chair of the CDPAT and Vice-Chair of
the Conference

15.30-16.00

Presentation of the report
by Mr Ebbe ADOLFSSON, rapporteur (Sweden) and Mr Bas PEDROLI, Council of
Europe expert

16.00-16.30

Discussion and conclusions

Interval: Presentation of Projects
1

Delegations wishing to present a short speech are asked to forward it to the Secretariat so that they can be
printed for the Conference.
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16.30-17.30

Chairmanship: Mr Enrico BUERGI

–

The Project of the Nordic Council concerning the European Landscape Convention (Denmark,
Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden),
by Mr Jostein LØVDAL (Norway)

–

The Landscape Plan of the National Park and the Observatory on the implementation of the
European Landscape Convention of the National Park of Cilento and of Vallo di Diano,
established with the patronage of the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of the
Council of Europe,
by Mr Roberto GAMBINO (CLRAE)

–

« Landscape and territorial development »,
by Mr Florencio ZOIDO NARANJO, Professor at the University of Sevilla (Andalucia, Spain)

–

The transfrontier landscape Project « The garden of two banks »,
by Mr Michael FIEBACH (Kehl) and Mr Christophe KIEFFER (Strasbourg)

19.30

Reception offered by Mr Gilles CHOURAQUI, Ambassador,
Representative of France, on the occasion of the Landscape Conference
(Permanent Representation of France, 40 rue de Verdun, Strasbourg)

Permanent

FRIDAY 29 NOVEMBER 2002
Theme 4:

Innovative tools for the protection, management and planning of landscape
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 23]
Chairmanship: Mr Enrico BUERGI

9.00-9.30

Presentation of the report
by Mrs Analisa CALCAGNO MANIGLIO, rapporteur
Mr Bertrand de MONTMOLLIN, Council of Europe expert

(Italy)

and

9.30-10.00

Discussion and conclusions

10.00-10.30

Break

Theme 5:

Landscape Award
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 24]
Chairmanship: Secretariat General of the Council of Europe

10.30-11.00

Presentation of the report
by Mr Jon TOMLINSON, rapporteur (United Kingdom) and the Secretariat General
of the Council of Europe

11.00-11.30

Discussion and conclusions

11.30-11.45

Break

11.45-12.30

General conclusions of the five reports

12.30-14.30

Lunch
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Second Session: Implementation of the Convention: means of co-operation
14.30-15.00

Wishes and possible support in view of the entry into force of the Convention

15.00-15.30

Adoption of the Work Programme
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 25]

15.30-15.45

Presentation on financial aspects
by the Secretariat General of the Council of Europe
[T-FLOR 2 (2002) 26]
Chairmanship: Mr Bendik RUGAAS, Director General of the DG IV of the Council of
Europe

15.45-16.00

Election of the Conference Chair
* * *

16.00-16.15

Conclusions to the Conference and follow-up work
by the Conference Chair

16.15-16.30

Closing of the Conference
by the Secretariat General of the Council of Europe
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APPENDIX 8
THE PROJECT OF THE NORDIC COUNCIL OF MINISTERS
CONCERNING THE EUROPEAN LANDSCAPE CONVENTION
(DENMARK, FINLAND, ICELAND, SWEDEN AND NORWAY)
by M. Jostein LØVDAL (Norway)
The objective of the project is to propose fields of action that should be given priority within the
further Nordic co-operation. The project has identified several challenges where the Nordic countries
can benefit from co-operation. At the same time we have also identified challenges that primarily have
to be handled by the national authorities.
All the Nordic countries have participated (Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Sweden and Norway).
The landscape is important to Nordic people. A questionnaire in 1999 asked people in Denmark,
Iceland and Sweden what symbolises their country and national heritage the most. They were given
seven different options. 29% of the people in Iceland consider the landscape as the most important
symbol. That was the highest score in Iceland. In Sweden the landscape got the second highest score
(22%), and in Denmark the third highest (19%).
But we can hardly say that the landscape has the same weight in legislation and practical policy in the
Nordic countries. The current situation is e.g. characterised by different and unclear definitions of the
term landscape, lack of explicit landscape policies and insufficient integration of sector policies. And
when it comes to decision-making, the will to give priority to landscape values is rarely seen.
For the project group it has therefore been important to raise the landscape as a distinct and
independent value along the lines of the spirit of the Convention. At a superior level the following
challenges are important for all the Nordic countries:
–
–
–
–

To handle nature and culture aspects together;
To change focus from single objects and small territories to entirety and greater areas;
To establish landscape as a theme for politics and planning on all levels;
To increase the public’s level of knowledge, awareness and participation in landscape work.

The project will produce a brochure to inform municipalities and sector authorities about the
Landscape Convention and the Nordic project. The brochure will be available both in a printed version
and on Internet, in English and all the main Nordic languages as well.
Recommendations given priority by the project group
The following recommendations are taken from a preliminary project report. The official report will
be printed in the beginning of next year.
To the Nordic Council of Ministers
The landscape theme needs to be established clearly within the Nordic co-operation. It is therefore
recommended to formulate political objectives for the Nordic Council of Ministers and a common plan
to raise awareness among and activate the public in the Nordic countries. It is also recommended to
establish the landscape work explicitly within the Nordic Council of Ministers and to secure a
necessary unifying perspective through linkage to the Nordic co-operation concerning planning and
integration of environmental responsibility in other sectors of society
1) The Nordic countries should co-operate in formulating political objectives for protection,
management and planning of the Nordic landscape. (Article 5b)
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2) The Nordic Committee of Senior Officials for Environmental Affairs should have overall
responsibility for the landscape theme within the Nordic co-operation, and the work should have
its professional basis in the Working Group on Nature, Outdoor recreation and Cultural
Environment. (Article 5b)
3) The Nordic landscape work should be linked to an increased Nordic co-operation on planning and
to an increased focus on sector integration under the Nordic Council of Ministers. (Article 5d)
To the National Authorities
The landscape theme should be better established in the Nordic countries. It is therefore recommended
to formulate political objectives for the landscape work on the national level and to strengthen the
work to reach these objectives. It is also recommended a strengthened concentration on the landscape
theme on the local political level through increased local responsibility and more weight on local
processes with a broader participation from the public, organisations and interested parties within trade
and industry.
1) The Nordic countries should develop national landscape policies with explicit priorities, objectives
and means for a long-term and value-conscious management of the landscape. Through this the
countries should both identify their national interests and the municipalities responsibility and
room of action. (Article 5b)
2) The Nordic countries should develop landscape politics in all sectors of society managing and
influencing the landscape. Through this they should also elucidate the conditions for sector
integration of the landscape theme. (Article 5d)
3) The Nordic countries should stimulate local participation and influence in relation to decisions
concerning the landscape through vitalising processes and co-operation with the public and
interest organisations. (Article 5c)
To the Working Group for Nature, Outdoor recreation and Cultural Environment (within the Nordic
Council of Ministers)
The landscape work in the Nordic countries should be strengthened professionally. The countries are
recommended to co-operate to increase the level of knowledge in the public and among the main
economic actors in the landscape. They should also increase the knowledge about the landscape and
what is happening to it, how the public, the authorities and various sectors of society influence it and
decide its development. It is also recommended to concentrate on some concrete themes of current
interest through exchanging experience and using joint competence in the development work.
1) The Nordic countries should strengthen the participation from the public, the owners and the users
of the landscape in the work of describing and evaluating the landscape as a resource for society.
This also implies changing the interaction between the landscape experts and the other interest
parties (Article 5b).
2) The Nordic countries should co-operate on further development work concerning identification and
assessment of landscapes and landscape quality objectives. It is recommended to concentrate on
identification and assessment, vulnerability and methods and indicators for following landscape
change (Article 6c and 6d).
3) The Nordic countries should co-operate on further work on training and education. It is
recommended to concentrate on professional development, on the NORDREGIO as an important
institution and on Nordic division of work in increasing and spreading competence (Article 6b).
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APPENDIX 9
THE LANDSCAPE PLAN OF THE NATIONAL PARK AND THE OBSERVATORY
ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EUROPEAN LANDSCAPE CONVENTION
OF THE NATIONAL PARK OF CILENTO AND OF VALLO DI DIANO,
ESTABLISHED WITH THE PATRONAGE OF THE CONGRESS OF LOCAL
AND REGIONAL AUTHORITIES OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE
by Professor Roberto GAMBINO
(CLRAE – National Park of Cilento and of Vallo di Diano)
This presentation concerns a two-fold initiative which is currently being developed, under the
patronage of the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of the Council of Europe, in the National
Park of Cilento and of Vallo di Diano, one of the largest parks in Europe, which has already been
included as a “cultural landscape” in the UNESCO List of World Heritage Sites. These are in fact two
different but closely connected projects: the Observatory on the Application of the European
Landscape Convention to parks and protected areas in Europe and the Action Plan for the landscape of
the region to the south of Naples, namely the National Park of Cilento and of Vallo di Diano.
The idea of the Observatory is the result of two considerations.
European Parks, a large number of which are classed at the international level as “protected
landscapes”, are required to play a very important role in the application of the European Landscape
Convention, as guardians of a landscape heritage of primordial importance and as laboratories of
sustainable development. At the same time, landscape policies, extended to the whole region, can
significantly contribute to the efficiency of protective measures.
The Observatory aims to further the convergence of policies on parks and policies on landscapes. Its
field of action concerns regions interested, directly or indirectly, by the presence of parks or protected
areas in European countries.
The activities of the Observatory are essentially three-fold:
–
–
–

documentation of current experiments on the protection, management and planning of
landscapes;
scientific co-operation for initiatives on research, planning and programming at the European,
national and local levels, including pilot projects;
promotion and organisation of awareness-raising activities, cultural, scientific, training and
education.

The setting-up of the Observatory, which is within the prestigious headquarters of the National Park of
Cilento, under the patronage of the Congress of Local and Regional Authorities of the Council of
Europe, and with the support of the Campanie Region (Italy), is promoted jointly by the European
Documentation Centre for the Planning of Natural Parks (CED-PPN, member of the IUCN), the Italian
Federation of Parks and Natural Reserves, EUROPARC and the National Park of Cilento and of Vallo
di Diano. All those who identify with the aims of the Observatory can also support the initiative.
The Action Plan for the landscape of the National Park of Cilento and of Vallo di Diano is based on
different texts and elements:
–
–
–
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–
–

the inclusion of the Observatory in the application of the European Landscape Convention to
protected areas;
the starting of integrated regional projects.

The landscape Action Plan refers to the land which encompasses the national park and those sites
considered by UNESCO to be world heritage sites and it therefore implies meeting two challenges.
Firstly, applying the principles of the European Landscape Convention and at the same time respecting
the commitments connected to UNESCO recognition. This means guaranteeing the protection of an
exceptional cultural landscape which ideally belongs to humanity (UNESCO), and conserving,
restoring, managing and planning the landscape as a framework for the daily life of the people (in
accordance with the European Landscape Convention).
Secondly, it is necessary to co-ordinate the aesthetic notion of landscape and its interest for the
environmental, social and cultural processes aimed at sustainable development. This implies moving
from the logic of constraints and control to a project logic, as there is no landscape without a project.
The landscape Plan is also one of the applications of the National Park Plan which has already been
achieved, and which defines its contents:
–

–
–

–
–

make the relevant parties aware of the values of landscape, with particular attention paid to
the relevant local authorities; encourage the training of interested persons in the public and
private sectors.
identify the landscape units of the landscape in question; analyse its identifying characteristics
and the pressures to which it is exposed and which risk modifying these characteristics;
demonstrate the values linked to landscapes, on the basis of explicit evaluation procedures and
with particular attention paid to the significance attributed to them by the population and the
parties involved;
establish landscape quality objectives to be pursued in the different areas of the Park and
adjacent areas, by carrying out prior public consultations;
identify the best instruments for the protection, management and planning of landscapes, with
particular attention paid to intervention projects planned by the Park Plan, the multi-year
economic and social Plan and by the plans, projects and programmes of other local institutions
in accordance with the aims of the Park.

In fact, the studies carried out for the creation of the Park Plan are already positioned in accordance
with the provisions of the European Landscape Convention. They have allowed an articulate
interpretation of the territory, through environmental systems and historic, ecological and functional
networks.
From these interpretations, the Action Plan must develop programmes to raise the awareness of the
population, an interpretation of the landscape linked to the recognition of local identities by the people
who use it (inhabitants and tourists), the listing and spreading of “good practice”, and the creation of a
permanent service to support current projects.
The area in question is very large (350,000 hectares) and encompasses the National Park and adjacent
territories. The analyses carried out for the preparation of the Plan have already shown the
relationships (hydro-geological, ecological, landscape, historical-cultural etc) which irrevocably
connect the Park to its context. These have allowed an agreement to be concluded between the Park,
the Region, the Province and the Communes to determine the area adjacent to the Park and the
corresponding regulations. It includes the territory of the Park and that defined by UNESCO as a
landscape of worldwide interest.
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Such an agreement allows for a regulation for the protection of the environment, concerning:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

river zones;
the defence of the ground and management of waters;
environmental systems and sub-systems;
elements of natural interest (particular habitats, natural monuments etc);
sites and elements with a specific historical-cultural interest;
archaeological sites and geo-paleontological environments;
historical centres and those with particular systems of habitats;
paths and historical and natural lines of communication;
properties with a specific historical-cultural-anthropological interest;
areas where the environment and landscape are being restored.

The “living” landscape, like that of Cilento, must consider not only the physical medium of the
identifying heritage (history, culture, natural characteristics), but also and particularly the aspects of
cultural production which constitute the driver of sustainable development. Beyond the exceptional,
the incomparable and the rareness, it is necessary to select the values and the quality of daily life, also
taking into account traditions, typical products and new forms of tourism.
A relationship should be established between policies and actions with the specific and recognised
characteristics of each landscape. There therefore needs to be agreement between the interested parties
on the recognition of landscapes, their values and specific features and “occasions” need to be
identified for strategic and immediately achievable intervention. Examples of this are the re-use of the
cultural heritage for hospitality, the network development of resources on the basis of thematic circuits
directed at the interpretation of the landscape, actions which allow the recovery of agricultural cultures
and abandoned knowledge, and the re-interpretation of main historical and archaeological priorities –
Velia, Paestum, Chartreuse de Padula – through the development of the dense network of minor sites
linked to them.
The Plan is developed on the basis of two pillars: the structural interpretation of the land and the
identification of the landscape units. In continuity of the developments already achieved for the Park
Plan, the interpretation of the proposed land is set out in three parts, each one of which summarises the
interpretative outline of the different disciplines and identifies the structures of reference of the
territory:
–
–
–

the primary landscape;
the secondary landscape;
the tertiary landscape.

1.
The primary landscape, described through the paradigms of the ecology of the landscape,
concerns the development of the natural systems. The principle reference is the recognition of the
systems and environmental units (geomorphology, climate, vegetation) already partly developed by
the Park Plan. It is a primordial reference for the conservation and re-establishment of biodiversity;
specific projects in this area are already well advanced and have important consequences for the
prevention of risks on the land and for the conservation of resources.
2.
The secondary landscape, described with the paradigms of the history and archaeology of the
landscape, identify the development and permanency processes of the agricultural and breeding
systems. The principle reference for this landscape is the interpretation of the land processes which
have modelled and do model the landscape. It constitutes a reference for the re-establishment and
development of the original frameworks, which can be inserted into the local development programme
and integrated into wider regional networks.
3.
The tertiary landscape, described through the paradigms of the semiology of the landscape,
concerns in the first instance the significance which is attributed to what is perceived in the territory. It
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defines the immaterial networks which reveal the values and behaviours rooted in the perception and
memory of the inhabitants and people who frequent the territory. This is the “living” and subjective
part of local identity, necessary for the implementation of joint projects.
The integrated reading of the three sections of interpretation (environmental systems, historicalcultural networks, networks of identities and cultural properties) allows the identification of the
landscape units and the recognition of their characteristics by, according to the European Landscape
Convention, analysing the differences and highlighting the characteristics of the places, dynamics and
pressures which can change them.
An integrated interpretation of the three systems is done on the basis of an interpretation grid which
identifies the factors and relationships, divided into:
–

–

–

structural elements, which constitute all the relationships of an system which is organised and
still being adapted. These relationships can be related to recurrent situations (ectoblastic,
crossroads and networks of habitats, identifying places and networks etc);
particular characteristic elements or relationships between different structures which allow the
recognition of an environment and its differentiation from others (characteristics or rarity,
relationship between “objective” and “subjective” importance);
contrasting elements or situations which contribute to the loss of a resource or its
corresponding symbolic significance, to the destruction or downgrading of the system
(conflicts, risks, degeneration, losses of quality etc).

The interpretation grid allows landscape units to be plotted as places “objectively and subjectively”
differentiable from each other.
However, in determining the landscape units, the ability to implement the landscape action plan
requires choices to be made which are not only interpretative, which take account of environments
which can in practice be covered by a unitary project, environments for which it is possible to use the
heritage of local resources, environments where the work to be carried out is shared by the local
actors.
The first priority action to be encouraged is the direction and facilitation of the current projects on the
integrated development of the landscape. In particular:
–
–

–

strategic projects such as those already begun and retained as priorities (the areas of Alburni,
Mont Stella, Velia and Mingardo);
pilot experiments, which can become projects and are already the subject of local initiatives,
aimed at the resolution of particularly critical situations to which management and landscape
innovation “good practices” can be applied (the critical environments already highlighted in
the Park Plan);
the completion of different projects, made up of several selective initiatives which are already
very important in the region in question, whose development depends essentially on the
effects of accumulation and networking (the restoration of the historical heritage, the courses
of frequency, defence operations, the re-establishment of environmental quality etc).

Secondly, the completion of landscape recognition and evaluation actions through participative
initiatives which allow those evaluations already identified (in the Park Plan) to be compared with the
evaluations expressed by the inhabitants, through the setting up of instruments for awareness-raising
and participation, such as:
–
–
–

permanent workshops and laboratories;
the distribution of information, thematic meetings and creation of a periodic information
bulletin;
the creation of a computer network which allows descriptions and problems to be gathered;
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–
–
–

the holding of seminars for local communities;
the creation of an award for landscape management “good practice”;
the creation of a “focus group”, “forum” and dialogue groups which allow the operators and
institutions to take charge of the subject of landscape.

This is connected to previous actions, because it is not only a matter of listening to the local actors but
more importantly of ensuring that they are actively and responsibly involved in development projects.
Thirdly, making communities and local institutions aware of the subject of landscape through training
initiatives and education, rooted in concrete actions to develop resources directed as a matter of
priority towards:
–
–

the improvement of expert knowledge for landscape management (schools, technicians,
operators, farmers);
the increasing of awareness of local values (among the young, in welcome projects, thanks to
the sharing of important experiences, the publication of monographs, sharing and comparison
with significant European experiences).

Finally, promoting a veritable programme of investment for concrete actions (on the model of the
regional PIT or PRUSST) directed towards opportunities to develop the landscape through the creation
of a charter of commitments between the different interested parties (Region, Park, Province,
Communes) which aims to ensure, from the start, a truly co-operative process.
Roberto GAMBINO (Co-ordinator), Domenico NICOLETTI (Director of the NCVD Park),
Giuseppe ANZANI,
Paolo
CASTELNOVI,
Raffaella
GAMBINO,
Luciano
MAURO,
Roberto PAOLILLO, Massimo SARGOLINI, Federica THOMASSET.
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APPENDIX 10
“LANDSCAPE AND REGIONAL PLANNING”
by Mr Florencio ZOIDO NARANJO,
Professor at the University of Sevilla (Andalusia, Spain)
Over the last few years, the consideration of landscape has taken on remarkable public importance,
both from the scientific and technical points of view and at the institutional and social levels. This
interest is caused in particular by the value of landscape as an integral part of the well being and
quality of life of the people, because it is the visual expression of the natural and cultural heritage of
society and the most visible manifestation of its relationships with the land which directly reflects the
appropriateness or inappropriateness of human uses and activities.
Unfortunately, at the same time as interest in this resource is increasing, important and rapid
transformations are occurring to the landscape. Many are unconscious and uncontrolled and thus
contribute to the degeneration and depreciation of the resource.
In this context, it is becoming increasingly necessary to reach agreement on the way in which to
intervene in landscape issues on an appropriate scientific and technical basis. Some very valuable
studies are currently underway and the opinions of different disciplines are beginning to converge.
Nevertheless, there is still no comprehensive theory on shared methodologies concerning the semantic
amplitude, the polyrhythmic dynamism and the great diversity of landscapes.
This book, published by the Consejería de Obras Públicas y Transportes de la Junta de Andalucía
(Public Works and Transport Department of the Regional Government of Andalusia) and the Duques
de Soria Foundation, is a compendium of the work presented at the seminars organised by the
Foundation at its Soria headquarters during the summers of 1999, 2000 and 2001. It tries to combine
the multidisciplinary scientific consideration of landscape with attention to the instrumental or
procedural aspects and public participation in landscape planning and intervention.
The need for a multidisciplinary knowledge of landscape is highlighted in the twenty-eight original
contributions which make up the work and which were written by academics in different branches:
geographers, architects, engineers, lawyers, economists, biologists, ecologists and historians
(Damián ÁLVAREZ SALA, Regis AMBROISE, Fernando AMORES CARREDANO,
Jesús Mª BACHILLER
MARTÍNEZ,
Rodolfo
CAPARRÓS
LORENZO,
José MARTÍNEZ SARANDESES, Giorgio PIZZIOLO, Amador FERRER I AIXALÁ,
Josefina GÓMEZ MENDOZA, Andreas HILDENBRAND, José Vicente DE LUCIO FERNÁNDEZ,
Yves LUGINBÜHL, Rafael MATA OLMO, Carmen MÓNIZ SÁNCHEZ, Julio MUÑOZ JIMÉNEZ,
Juan Francisco OJEDA RIVERA, Francisco ORTEGA ALBA, Francisco PELLICER CORELLANO,
Emma PÉREZ-CHACÓN ESPINO, César PORTELA FERNÁNDEZ-JARDÓN, Riccardo PRIORE,
Jesús RODRÍGUEZ RODRÍGUEZ, Philippe ROUDIE, Miguel ÁNGEL SÁNCHEZ DEL ÁRBOL,
Fernando
SANCHO
ROYO,
Guido
SCHMIDT,
Rocío
SILVA
PÉREZ,
Carmen VENEGAS MORENO y Florencio ZOIDO NARANJO).
The work is structured in three main parts, covering:

–
–
–

conceptual and knowledge aspects and legal bases;
instrumental and methodological developments;
experiences in management and applications.

The first sets out to highlight the necessity and appropriateness of integrating the theme of landscape
into the international and State legal order and into different public policies, including physical and
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environmental planning and heritage protection. This part also considers the present position as
regards the surveying and study of Spanish landscapes.
The second part discusses the tools for tackling knowledge and treatment of landscapes. In this
connection it includes contributions relating to aspects of the cartographic representation of the
landscape and their integration in geographical information systems. This part also includes studies
focussing particularly on methodological questions relating to the development of concrete formulas
for conducting analyses and diagnoses and devising proposals for different landscapes.
Finally, the last part of the work is based on experiences in management and planning. There is an
analysis of policies and programmes concerning landscape and a demonstration of concrete examples
implemented in different areas, including river zones, historic areas, empty urban spaces and forest
areas. This third part also includes essays on social participation in landscape policies.
This book has four appendices covering the conclusions of the proceedings of the three abovementioned seminars and the European Landscape Convention, a document which is currently
becoming a legal reference which will stimulate landscape policies in the European context.
Finally, I would like to state that this work does not claim to be a reference manual or a complete
register of work on all possible aspects of landscape, not even the important theoretical,
methodological and practical links which exist between landscape and regional planning. It
nevertheless attempts to make a varied contribution which enables ongoing actions on landscapes to be
carried out in accordance with appropriate criteria and to contribute to the protection, management and
planning of Spanish landscapes.
Paisaje y ordenación del teritorio”, Fundación Duques de Soria y Consejería de Obras Públicas y
Transportes, Junta de Andalcuía, Sevilla, 353 p.
Florencio ZOIDO NARANJO and Carmen VENEGAS MORENO (Scientific Co-ordination)
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APPENDIX 11
THE AMBITIOUS TRANSFRONTIER PROJECT
ACROSS THE UPPER RHINE “THE GARDEN ON TWO BANKS”
by Mr Michael FIEBACH
General Director of the Landesgartenschau (Kehl)

2004 Landscape Art Festival
The ambitious transfrontier project across the upper Rhine
1.
The Garden on two banks
The new garden park to be created on both banks of the Rhine.
2.
Landscape art festival
The six month-long festival, from 23 April to 10 October 2004, will inaugurate the Garden.
3.
The footbridge
A new footbridge for pedestrians and cyclists linking up the two halves of the garden.
1.

The Garden on two banks

1.1

Starting point in Kehl and Strasbourg

–
–
–

joint development plan agreed between the municipalities of Kehl and Strasbourg;
disappearance of the frontier, freeing up of customs areas and former military land;
harbour and urban areas, new walks along the Rhine, wooded areas on either side of the river
to the south.

1.2

Objective

–
–
–
–
–

major landscaping works along the Rhine to create a new urban garden park;
urban development taking due account of the environment and nature protection: new public
areas, new walks down towards the river;
the river as the central feature of the new settings and the transfrontier district;
to the south, linkage of the Garden with French and German nature reserves;
a footbridge connecting the two banks.

1.3

The European competition

–
–
–

summer 1998: publication of the landscape competition;
summer 1999: result: 90 participants, five prizes and five distinctions;
first prize: the Garden on two banks, with a circuit of walks around the garden park,
transversal axes and themed gardens;
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1.4

Costs

Work on the garden in Kehl is costing some 8 million euros. The Baden-Württemberg Land is
financing around 3.8 million as part of the programme "Natur in Stadt und Land (Landesgartenschau)"
[nature in the town and country (landscape art festival)].
The town of Kehl is putting in 4.2 million euros.
Work on the garden park in Strasbourg is estimated at some 14 million euros.
2.

Landscape art festival in Baden-Württemberg

There is a longstanding tradition of landscape art festivals in Baden-Württemberg, dating back to
1980. The Kehl & Strasbourg festival is the twentieth such event but the first bi-national one.
2.1

Aims of the festival

–
–
–

to put an end to urban and functional problems, ecological problems and problems concerning
construction and building work; to revitalise ecosystems;
to create or renew harmonious relations between the town and nature;
to enable people to encounter nature in a nearby environment.

2.2

Results of 20 years of landscape art festivals in Baden-Württemberg

–

The Baden-Württemberg Land has granted some 60 million euros of subsidies (Kehl
included);
The towns themselves have invested something like 109 million, taking the overall investment
to around 169 million euros;
Over 175 million euros have been invested in additional urban development and infrastructure
support measures.

–
–

Some 410 hectares of green spaces have been created or redeveloped.
2.3

A landscape art festival is an incentive for:

–
–
–
–
–
–

forward-looking urban development and free space planning;
creating areas for cultural, educational and social communication;
private investment;
the community to take responsibility for its initiatives and respect for the environment;
stronger identification with one's town;
active European culture initiatives.

2.4

Specific incentives for the town of Kehl

–
–
–
–
–
–

Road no. 28 is transformed into an urban boulevard;
redevelopment of the station square and linkage to the town centre;
a business estate is being installed in the former Grossherzog Friedrich army barracks;
redevelopment of the area around the community hall;
restoration of the banks of the old Rhine;
total investment scheduled by 2004: approximately 16.5 million euros.

2.5

Boost for the economy

–

investment and additional support measures assist local small and medium-sized enterprises
and help to provide jobs;
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–
–

the town gains in notoriety outside the region, thanks to the publicity and media interest
generated;
beneficial spin-offs for tourism.

2.6

What will visitors see?

–
–
–

garden art, short-term horticulture exhibitions and floral displays;
exhibitions and an entire cultural programme;
information on installing greenery in buildings and on building frontages, biologically and
ecologically sound building methods, roof-gardens and alternative energy generation
methods;
model gardens with exhibitions and floral displays;
the festival acts as a fair and showcase for the entire region, featuring associations,
organisations, institutions, the district and its towns and municipalities, the water and forestry
departments, the Baden-Württemberg Land and its ministers, and of course the region's
businesses.

–
–

2.7

Funding

The cost of the cultural programme and festival exhibitions is estimated at 8 million euros, to be offset
by admission fees, the granting of concessions and joint initiatives with various partners.
3.

The new footbridge for pedestrians and cyclists

3.1

An architectural masterpiece

–

the new footbridge for pedestrians and cyclists over the Rhine links the German and French
sides of the garden park;
it is a dual bridge, with the two sections converging in the middle to form a 100 m² platform;
the bridge is supported by two pillars rising 38 metres above the maximum level before the
river is closed to shipping, and by 72 stays.

–
–

3.2 Cost
Total cost: 17.62 million euros, of which 2 million euros are for planning and 15.6 million for
construction. Strasbourg Urban Council is funding 75% of planning costs plus 59% of the construction
costs, while the German side is covering 25% and 41% of those costs respectively. The project is
subsidised by the European Union and the Baden-Württemberg Land.
4.

Logo

A living flower, representing both a swan and splaying petals, symbolises the flora and fauna. It fans
out in the colours of France and Germany, with the addition of green to symbolise natural growth and
suggest the sweep of the swan's wings.
The curvature of the words "Garten der zwei Ufer/Jardin des deux Rives" symbolises the footbridge
over the Rhine.
"Rendezvous am Rhein/Rendez-vous sur le Rhin" is a charming summing-up of the new garden as a
meeting place for the citizens of two nations.
http://www.lgs-kehl.de/
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APPENDIX 12
DECLARATION OF THE SECOND CONFERENCE OF CONTRACTING
AND SIGNATORY STATES TO THE EUROPEAN LANDSCAPE CONVENTION,
MEETING IN STRASBOURG ON 28 AND 29 NOVEMBER 2002
The second Conference of Contracting and Signatory States to the European Landscape Convention,
meeting in Strasbourg on 28 and 29 November 2002 via the committees of experts which the
Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe has instructed to monitor implementation of the
Convention, viz. the Cultural Heritage Steering Committee (CDPAT) and the Committee for the
activities of the Council of Europe in the field of biological and landscape diversity (CO-DBP),
Considering:
–
the importance of the European Landscape Convention as regards respect for the values which
the Council of Europe promotes, namely upholding human rights, fostering democracy and seeking
solutions to the major problems of the society;
–
the Convention’s fundamental contribution to implementing the results of the United Nations
Conference on Sustainable Development, held in Johannesburg in August and September 2002;
–

the need for early entry into force of the Convention,

Points out that:
–
the European Landscape Convention, acknowledging the diversity of landscapes, calls for the
working out and establishment of landscape policies, which precludes attempting to impose any one
standard landscape policy;
–
landscape is a factor in the well-being of the individual, whether considered as such or as a
member of civil society, and is of benefit not only to the local community as the familiar setting of
their daily lives, but also to those who merely pass through for tourist or work reasons;
–
landscape is a key element in sustainable spatial development of the European continent in so
far as it reconciles social, environmental and cultural needs while also being a contributory factor in
economic development and, more particularly, job creation;
–
landscape is shaped by natural and cultural processes, and awareness of its history and
particular characteristics is necessary to its management;
–
taking landscape into account in all types of territory and in all policy sectors is a basic
principle and requirement if landscape policy is not to be confined to landscapes which are already
protected;
–
scale;

landscape change needs to be controlled by protection, management and planning on a human

–
taking landscape into account as far as possible, notably in peri-urban areas, substantially
enhances people’s well-being and thereby helps to maintain social cohesion at the regional level;
–
local and regional authorities have a key role to play in effective and consistent
implementation of the European Landscape Convention, with support from the Congress of Local and
Regional Authorities of the Council of Europe;
–
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and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters helps facilitate implementation of the European
Landscape Convention,
Invites Contracting and Signatory States to:
1.
introduce, without delay and at the appropriate levels, permanent institutional machinery for
co-ordinated action and consultation on landscape matters, taking into account the principle of
subsidiarity;
2.
develop and provide innovative tools for integrating landscape into sectoral policies and
introduce incentive measures for applying them;
3.
be careful to observe the consistency principle in order to avoid clashes between landscape
policies and other sectoral policies;
4.
ensure that landscape-quality objectives are formulated and that protection, management and
development policies are properly implemented;
5.
carry out landscape identification and assessment, if they have not already done so, with active
co-operation between the different people involved, be they elected representatives, scientists,
professionals or local residents;
6.
optimally develop the awareness-raising, training and education provided for in the
Convention so as, in particular, to promote the necessary professional skills and abilities and facilitate
dialogue between citizens, elected representatives and other parties; to establish in universities
training, in particular, of landscape specialists;
7.
support quantitative and qualitative research on the value of different kinds which people
attach to landscape and investigate the interconnections between different spheres of landscape
significance;
8.
promote knowledge of traditional skills together with mutual recognition of traditional and
scientific knowledge;
9.
facilitate access to the results of scientific research and help render them intelligible not only
to the scientific community but also to the whole of society;
10.
promote co-operation on projects investigating the value systems which societies attach to
landscape;
Asks the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe to associate the Committee of Senior
Officials of the European Conference of Ministers responsible for Regional Planning (CEMAT) in the
work of the committees of experts which have responsibility under Article 10 for monitoring
implementation of the Convention;
Decides to forward the present Declaration to the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe.
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APPENDIX 13
OVERVIEW OF MEDIUM-TERM APPROACH TO THE WORK PROGRAMME
The Work Programme of the European Landscape Convention could be divided into the four
strands below. For each one, the following could be conducted, organised or drawn up:
–
–
–

comparative studies of the situation in European States and consolidated reports;
workshops, seminars or conferences;
recommendations and/or guidelines to be submitted to governments for adoption.

1.

Approaches to landscape

1.1
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.2
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

“Landscape and policies”
sustainability
regional planning
infrastructure
town planning
cultural policies
education and training policies
environmental policy
agricultural policy
social policy
economic policy
tourism policy
communication policy: media and press
fiscal policy
…

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

“Landscape and instruments”
legal instruments
economic instruments
fiscal instruments
protection instruments
management instruments
development instruments (enhancement, restoration, creation)
…

1.3
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“Landscape and spaces”
Towns/cities
Suburbs and peri-urban areas
Entrances to towns
Coastal areas
Marine environments
Underwater environments
Rivers
Wetlands
Rural areas
Mountains
Grasslands
Forests
Caves and caverns
Industrial areas
…
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1.4
–
–
–
–
–

“Landscape and perception”
visual landscape
sound landscape/sounds of the landscape
olfactory landscape
spiritual landscape
…

–
–
–
–
–

“Landscape and art”
literature
music
painting/design
sculpture
…

–
–
–
–

“Landscape and values”
utilitarian value
aesthetic value
symbolic value
…

–
–
–
–
–

“Landscape and zoning”
outstanding landscape
landscape of protected areas
ordinary/everyday landscape
degraded landscapes
…

1.5

1.6

1.7

2.
–
–
–

National monographs (implementation of Articles 4, 5 and 6 of the Convention)
division of responsibilities
adoption of general measures
adoption of specific measures

3.

European international co-operation (implementation of Articles 7, 8 and 9 of the
Convention)

–
–
–

international policies and programmes: co-operation with other international organisations;
drawing up of glossaries…
mutual assistance and exchange of information
transfrontier landscapes

4.

Council of Europe Landscape Award (implementation of Article 11 of the Convention)
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APPENDIX 14
UTILISATION OF 2002 VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTIONS

In June 2001, the Secretariat submitted a request for voluntary financial contributions to the
members of the CO-DBP and the CDPAT. In 2002, several States paid voluntary contributions
totalling 44 404 euros.
These have been/will be used as follows (figures in euros):
– Balance of fees for one expert:

1 500

– Reprinting of the brochures on the Convention:

8 280

– Copyright on the brochure photos:
– Travel and subsistence expenses for participation in meetings by government delegates
from countries that are not candidates for EU membership:
– Production of the Naturopa magazine on landscape:

900

6 600
16 000

– Translation and printing of the Naturopa magazine in Russian (10 000 copies):

7 000

– Maintenance of the Convention Internet site:

4 000

– Translation and printing of the brochure in Russian (10 000 copies)
and German (4 000 copies)*:

6 610

– Production of postcards on the Convention*:

2 000

–Translation and production (2 000 copies) of the brochure in other languages (per language)*: 1 500

-----------------* Depending of the available budget.
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APPENDIX 15
MEMO ON ACTIVITIES THAT COULD BE CONDUCTED
UNDER THE 2003 WORK PROGRAMME
OF THE EUROPEAN LANDSCAPE CONVENTION

The voluntary financial contributions received could be used for the following activities (in euros):


Funding of attendance by experts, rapporteurs or government representatives
at meetings: ...............................................................................................................................40 000



Payment of consultants for studies, reports ..............................................................................40 000



Publication of work...................................................................................................................35 000



Institutional, technical or legislative assistance to governments ..............................................20 000



Translation and printing of the special issue (French/English) of the Council of Europe’s
Naturopa magazine on the European Landscape Convention: per language ............................7 000



Production of promotional material (posters, leaflets) .............................................................15 000



Support for the translation and printing of the Convention in languages other than
Council of Europe official languages (€1 500 per language for 2 000 copies).........................10 000



Creation and production of a logo ............................................................................................. 5 000



Illustrated version of the Convention........................................................................................15 000



Maintenance of the Convention Internet site............................................................................20 000

COUNCIL OF EUROPE
SOCIETE GENERALE STRASBOURG
IBAN CODE: Fr 76 30003 02360 001500 17186 72
SWIFT CODE: SOGEFRPP
TITULAIRE/ACCOUNT HOLDER: Conseil de l’Europe – Secrétariat Général
Compte Spécial « Campagnes Naturopa » 01 0137 40300 9000
Article Convention européenne du paysage 0006395
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APPENDIX 16
EUROPEAN LANDSCAPE CONVENTION
STATE OF SIGNATURES AND RATIFICATIONS AT 8 NOVEMBER 2002

European Landscape Convention
(Convention européenne du paysage)
ETS n°: 176
Treaty open for signature by the member States of the Council of Europe and for accession by the
European Community and the European non-member States
Status as of 08/11/02
Opening for signature:
Entry into force:
Place: Florence
Conditions: 10 Ratifications.
Date: 20/10/00
Date:
Member States of the Council of Europe:
States
Albania
Andorra
Armenia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Belgium
Bosnia and Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Liechtenstein
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
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Date of
Date of Date of entry
Notes R. D. A. T. C. O.
signature ratification into force

20/10/00
20/10/00
20/10/00
21/11/01
20/10/00
20/10/00
20/10/00

13/12/00

22/03/02 22/03/02
20/10/00

20/10/00
20/10/00
20/10/00
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Moldova
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
San Marino
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
the former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia
Turkey
Ukraine
United Kingdom

20/10/00 14/03/02
20/10/00 23/10/01
21/12/01
20/10/00
20/10/00 07/11/02
20/10/00
07/03/01
20/10/00
22/02/01
20/10/00

20/10/00

Non-member States of the Council of Europe:
States

Date of
signature

Date of
ratification

Date of entry
into force

Notes

R.

D.

Total number of signatures not followed by ratifications:
Total number of ratifications/accessions:

A.

T.

C.

O.

20
4

Notes:
a: Accession - s: Signature without reservation as to ratification - su: Succession - r: Signature "ad referendum".
R.: Reservations - D.: Declarations - A.: Authorities - T.: Territorial Application - C.: Communication - O.: Objection.

Source: Treaty Office on http://conventions.coe.int
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